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NOTES ON THE SHUCURP' INDIANS OF SERRA DE
ARAROBA', PERNAMBUCO, BRAZIL

by

\

W. HOHENTHAL (1)
,

•
.,'

Despit e the passage of some f our hundred years of
Caucasiàn cultural domination, in the vast sertão which
comprises the gecgraphical bulk of northeast Brazil there
are a surprising number of surviving Indian groups which
siill regard themselves as distinct ethnic and cultural
entities., The observable fact that these peoples represent
evidence of long*time and continuing racial intermixturé
with individuais of th~ Caucasian and Negroid primary races,
and that superficially they are culturally indistinguishable
from the local Neo-Brazilian population, has no bearing on
the matter in so far as the survivors of these once numerically important Indian tribes are concerned, since they
consider themselves to be Indians .
Some of these groups retain an impressi-re amount oI
aboriginal tradition as reflected in their material culture,
,social organization, and religious beliefs. One of the groups
even speaks its own aboriginal langtlage in preference to
'
Portuguese.
To be sure, these groups whose members consider
themselves to be descendants of historical Indian tribes, the
names of which are retained, vary greatly as to the degree
of aboriginal cultural loss which has taken place through
the centuries, and also to the. degree of their absorption
physically and culturally -into the sul'rounding Neo-Brazilian
popu\ace.
Ethnographic investigation of these surving Indian
groups is important for any histdrical reconstruction of
the aboriginal situation in northeast Brazil at the time of
the Discovery and in tbe subsequent colonial period.
1. Acknow ledgm ent is. gratetully rnade t o the Social Scfence Resea.rch
Council, Washington , D. C., for the Area. Research Fellowship whlch made
possible the ethnog ra phic survey of surviving Indian tribes of t he Iower Rio
Sã.e> Francisco r egton during 1951-1952. Appr eciation is als o t ender ed the m&ny
Brullian prlva te individuais, government authorities. and scientists whose coope.
, r a tion and trlendly lnterest ma.de the trfp an enjoyable a.nd profita ble one.
Thís 11a.per has p rotited by a. critic ai readíng by Drs. Robert H . Lowie &nd
John ··H . Rowe, to whom sincere tha n ks a re due. They are aot, however,
re11ponsible tor any •tateiuents or opiniona expressed hereln.
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Despite the fact that such surviving Indian groups have
become greatly acculturated during th~ past three to four
hundred years, and have undergone considerable miscege- .
nation with other racial elements, a surprising amount of
aboriginal custom· and belief has been retained and can be
recorded through standard ethnographic techniques. ln
regard to the tribes surveyed in 1951-1952, this procedure
can be termed "salvage ethnography''. Combining the
results of such field research with historical documentation
we can obtain a f air reconstruction of what the aboriginal
pattern was like for some of the old "Tapuya" tribes 'o f
northeast Brazil, about which little is known at present.
OUr information is far more detailed in regard to the Tupíspeaking tribes of the ccast with which the Portuguese carne
in more frequent contact. Our historical reconstruction
suffers from the absence of archeolog1cal data, but unfortunately the lack of these ·d ata cannot be remedied at the
present time. It should be pointed out, however, that the
northeast off.e rs a. fertile field for archeological research,
and not the least of the contributing reasons is the hot,
dry climate of the sertão which is optimum for the preservation of certain types of artifacts, particulary if found in
dry cave sites.
The Fulniô Indians of Aguas Belas, Pernambuco, have
suffered the least in regard to cultural loss and therefore
represent the best of the tribes surveyed for the purposes
of intensive ethnological investigation. 2 On the other hand,
the Shucurú Indians of. Serra de Ararobá, in the sarne state,
representa group which has suffered a. great deal of culturaJ
loss ànd whose members have been acculturated to the point
where they are very nearly indistinguishable from their NeoBrazilian n eighbors. A similar impression was gained by
the late Curt Nimuendajú, who obserVced in a personal
letter to Dr. Herbert Baldus, dated Pernambuco, October

(

•
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11, 1934:
The Shucurú are completely d isintegrated and 'd eculturated';
with great d ifficulty 1 managed to collect only 150 w ords of their
Janguage, which in p art are of highly d oubtful value.

ln a subsequent letter to Dr. Baldus, with date-line of
Belém do Pará, February 5, 1935, Nimuendajú added:
Both these trib es (Shucurú of Cimbres ; Fulniô of Aguas Belas)
eannot be distin guished by their m aterial culture from their NeoBrazilian neighbors. But in their spiritual culture, esp ecially the
Fulniô; of which more than 500 individuais inhabit a distinc t aldeia,
they still retain m any interesting f eatures, particularly their secret
2. A separat e monograph ta pla.nned for the Fulniõ Indtan•.

1
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religious cult to which they tledicate themselves every year · ror
three month~ under a sàcred tree in the sertão.3

My

own visit to the survivors of the Shucurú Indians
took plac~ in October, 1951. Accompanying me as guide
was a Shurucú Indian of the japitú sib, an employee of thé
4.ª Inspetoria Regional, Serviço de Proteção aos Indios, at
Recife.4 ln January, 1952, another Shucurú group was
visited; these people live in th·e Serra da ~Cafurna ov•erlooking
the town of Palmeira dos Indios, in the state of Alagôas.
These Indian descendants live together with survivors · of
another tribe, the Wakona, and the two groups refer to
themselves as "Shucurú-Carirí". This, is a misnomer because
neither the Shucurú nor the Wakona speech,5 what is left
of it, has any resemblance to the classic Carirí language as
record·ed by Mamiani della Rovere, or by Fathers Martin
and Bernard de Nantes.6
•

•

THE TRIBAL NAME

The tribal name has been recorded variously as Chiquirus, Chucuru (s), Chururu (s) Shucuru, Sucuru (s/ z), Xacuru, Xicuru, Xucuru<s/ z), and Xucururu.7 The meaning
of this name is unknown to present-day survivers and I have
seen no explanation of it historical documents examined.
Descendants of this tribe pronounce the name as çikurú . or
çukurú. s·

The Shucurú have beeri. confused in the past with
another tribe in the sarne general region, the Shocó (variant
names: Chocaz, Choco, Xoco). Karl Friedrich von Martius
declared that "the Chocos are the same as the Chucurus",
and that they were "eastem Tuw" w)lo iived originally
along the Rio Pajeu in Alagôas, later moving . . .to the Ser:r;a
de Ararobá and settling at Cimbres in Pernambuco.9 • Thomaz Pompeu Sobrinho also subscribed to the view that the

•

I

3. Appreciation is expressed to Dr. Baldus · for his courtesy ln showing
me these personal let ters. The cited passages a rj;l tra nslated :trom t he Ger man.
4. All thanlts are due Dr. Raimundo Dantas Carn eiro, Chet e da 4.ª Inspet or ia. R egion a l, Serviço de Prot eção a.os Indios, R ecife, :Cor h1s frien dly cooper ation in t his and other ma tters. Sincere t han ks are a lso du e Dr . José Ma.ria da
Gama Malcher , Diretor, Serviço d e Prot eção aos Indios, Rio de Janeiro .
5. Probable the Wakona. are t he sarne as the hist or ical Aconas or Acconans
(1746) cited by Aires de Casal (1947-II : 182) as livlng at Lagoa Comprida, a.
!ew leagnes w~st ot P~nedo.
.
.
. 6. Mam1a n1 della Rovere, 1877; Martin de Nantes, 1707!; B ernard de Nantes,
1896.
'
'
7. For examp le, Arà.ujo Jorge, 1901 ; Inform~ão Geral da Capitanía d•
Pernambuco, 1008 ; N imuendajú, 1946 ; Ca.lmon, 1939; Fernandea Gama. , 184~;
Couto, 1904; Melo, 1.933 ; a.nd Costa., 1946.
8. Sh ucu ru' worcts are recor-c1ec1 witb pbonetic symbols selected by Ule autJ;lpr.
9. Ma.rtlua, 1867-I : 190.
;.
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Shocó were the sarne as the Shucurú, but he may hav·e got
this idea from Martius.10
THE QUESTION OF SHOCO'-SHUCURU' AFFILIATION
'

Despite Martius' and Pompeu Sobrinho's statements, it
is clear that the Shocó and the Shucurú are distinct tribes.
At ·the risk of digression we may note that the Shocó werefirst heard of in 1713 when they, together with other
Indians, revolted at Ribeira do Paj~u against the whites,
being subsequently defeated. 11
ln 1801 or 1802 Fr. Vital de Frescarolo of the Convento
<la Penha do Recife began to catechize the Shocó then living
at the headwaters of the Rios Piancó and Terra-Nova. He
attempted to unite them for purposes of control with the
Pipipôes Indians (variant names: Pipipães, Pipipam) who
dwelt between the Rios Moxotó and Pajeu, but because of ·
quarrels 'b etween the two tribes, Fr. Vital removed the Shocó,
together with Umães and Vouvês Indians, to Olho d'Agua
da Gameleira in 1803. There were about fifty Shocó at that
time. 12 Sometime between 1836-1841 an English botariist,
appropriately named George Gardner, encountered some
seventy Shccó still living about ,thirteen leagues (seventyeight kilometers) south of a Humon Indian village, itself
seven leagues to the southwest of Barra do Jardim. 13
Parenthetically, and for the purpose of record, it may
be noted that there are still In.d ian survivors in the Serra
dos Umães, Pernambuco, they being administered by Posto
Indígena '1Aticum" in that mountain range, at the foot of
which there is an old church known variously as Olho
d' Agua da Missão, Boqueirao da Gameleira, and Missão da
Gameleira. The nearest town is Villa Carnaubeira. The
Indians there call the-mselves Huamué, for which compare
Gardner's Humon and the Huamoi of Martius, 14 who classes
them as Carirí, albeit for no discernible reason.
These Huamué Indians are probably descendants of the
historical Umã or Umães; the lack of standardized orthography in the part would explain the differences in spelling
encountered in the name variants. The earliest local date
for the presence of these Indians in the vicinity of Villa
Carnaubeira which could be obtained on the occasion of my
10. P ompeu Sobrinho, 1939:231. Parenthetically, Ara robá, Orubá, Orurubá.,
and Urubá are all varianta o! tl).e sarne name. Accordlng to S'ebastlã.o Galvã.o,
1927-IV : 186, the name is a corruption of urubá, a female vulture (Cathartee
urubu). The sarne author states that the Indian aldeia W8.8 flrst called Monte
.Alegre by the Portuguese, later being changed to Cimbrea.
11. Costa., 1952.
12. Frescarolo. lAAa :109.
13. Gar<!ner, 1846 : 218.
1f. Marllua. 1867-I : Me.
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visit there was 1808, in which year there was an aldeia at
Boqueirão da Gameleira. It is reascnable to suppose that
this was the sarne missiqn settlement of Olho d'Agua da
G ar.1.eJe!ra 1flstabli~h 0 ct b·v
. ~:-. "fr•tal in 1803. T!':e'"e rr: "'~".,, ~1ave
been Pipipões and Vouvês still there as well, although we~
do not know for certain.
ln either 1806 or 1812, the time and circumstances are
not clear, the Shocó together with som·e other Indians were
brought to the Sertão de Rodellas by Fr. Angelo Maurício
de Niza, of the Convento da Penha do Recife, who fOtJnded
the aldeiamento of Baixa Verd·e in the serra of the sarne
name. In 1819 he erected a chape! dedicated to N. S. das
Dores. One document says that the aldeia was abandoned
in the sarne year, 15 but it appears that with the death of
Fr. Angelo in 1824 the Indians dispersed and fled to the.
sheltering Serra Negra which lies to the nc:ctheast of Petro-landia; 16 there is another serra of the same name to the~
northwest of Bezerrds in eastern Pernambuco.
It is clear that w.e are dealing with more than one band·
of Shocó; for example, the Shocó in th e sertão,· first at Olho
d'Agua da Gameleira and later at Baixa Verde; the second.
Shocó band appears on the Rio São Francisco .in 1749; they·
are classed as speaking lingua geral, but this statement i5
modified in anothrer document of 1761, viz.,
1

\

Villa Penedo - Aldea do Pam de .Assuquar, Invocação Nossa
Senhora da Conceição, o Missionario e Sacerdote do Habito de Sam
Pedro, tem uma Nação de Cabocollos da Língua Geral chamados..
Chocos.17
Aldea de Pam de Assucar. Invoc.am N. S.ra Cone.aro Miss._
Clerigos; índios da língoa geral e da Nação X_o coz.18

Note the statement, "Indians (speaking) lingua geral1.
and of the Shocó Nation". This implies tl1at the· Shocó
also spoke lingua .geral. It is possible that they W·e re taught
this by the friars. It was not uncommon to have more than
l'n·e mission ald eia for different bands of the sarne tribe or
to split up a tribe among several mission aldeias for the·
purpose of easier control. We find this to be the case for
the Carnijó (== Fulniô), Brancararuz (== Pancararú), and·.
Carapotioz ( == Carapotó), among other tribes, and therefore one should not assume that because cf such apparent .
documentary contradictions that one or the other document ;
in question is necessarily at fault . .
1

15. Da. Silveira, letter o! February 18, 1855 :. ln Ms. D-11, Diversoe ArQ.• .

Publ. F.st..

Ph~o..

Recife.

16. Costa. Op. Clt.
17. Informação Ge•al (174~). 1908 :41 ll-422.
18. Ma. 1-12-3,. No. 25, !õlhaa 56-63 (1761).

Janeiro.

Sec. Does. Blbl. Nac., Rio
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Since the Shocó are now located at Collêgio on the Rio
Sãc Fr~ncisco and since the modern Huamué apparently
repvesent the descendants of the historical Umães of Olho
d'Agua da Gameleira, what has happened to the Pipipões
and Vouvês, also once at the last-named locality?
ln regard to their disappearance we just do not know
the answer. They may have lost their tribal identity,
becoming absorbed into other Indian groups hiding out in
the Serra Negra and in the surrounding sertão during an
intensive period of active persecution (1824-1~58) by local
sertanejos. In line v1ith this, a few survivors of a tribe
calle~ Kambioá, not recorded in historical documents) so far
as known, still eke out a precarious existence on the
~stem summit of Ser ra Negra ; a few individuals of this
group are married to and living among the Pancararú
Indians of Brejo-dos-Padres, Tacaratú, Pernambuco. There
must have been many of such small Indian bands wandering
through the sertão, and since they were understandably
fearful of disco-rery by their white persecutors, it is not at
all strange that the tribal names of such pitiful remnants
were ,_n ot recorded, and that small band~- were absorbed
into larger ones, with the consequent loss of historical tribal
names.
As to the modern Shocó, there are at present some one
hundred eighty descendants of this tribe living at Porto
Real do · Collêgio in Alagôas, under the j urisdiction of Posto
Indígena "Padre Alfredo D'á maso". ln an article appearing
in Cultura for May-August, 1949, the linguist Max H. Boudin
refers to these people as· "Karirí" 19 although in an unpublished manuscript he is careful to ,note that, based on a
wordlist collected by him, the language cI these "Karirí"
bears no resemblance to the classic Carirí as recorded by
Mamiani and others.20
Although the 4.ª Inspectoria Regional, Serviço de Proteção aos Indios, at Recife lists these Indians as "Karirí",
they call themselves Shocó. . Actually, there are three ,groups
of Shocó: those asscciated with the Indian post, known
locally as "collegeiros"; those of Olho d' Agua do Meio, also
in Alagôas; .and those of São Pedro, Sergipe, on the opposite
bank of the Rio São Francisco and downstream from Collêgio.
The people at Olho d'Agua do Meio call themselves "ShocóCarirí", but what few words of their native tangue remain,
when compared with Mamiani and Nantes -show no resemblance to the classic Carirí, with one exception: their
word for cattle is kradzó; compare this with the classic Ca-

'
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19. Boudin, 1949 :73.
20 . A copy ot h ls manuscript wa.a sent by Professor Boudín to Dr. Robert
H . Lowie. Depa.rtment ot · Anthr opology, Univ eraity ot Calitornia at Berkeley.
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rirí word for meat, which is kradzó. However, o-n e swallow
does not make a summer.
There is no essential difference between the three
groups of Shocó interrogated. At the time of my visit representatives of the three bands were gathered together at
a place near Collêgio in order to celebrate tl1eir annual
"ouricuri" or pericd of sacred. ceremonies. "Ol1ricurí" is
taken from a palm of that name (Cocos coronata M .) which
figured largely in the economy and ceremonial life of the
aborigines. At this tim·e a wordlist was obtained and when
this was compared wíth a Shucurú wordlist, it became
apparent that there was no linguistic affiliation. ln addition,
the Shucurú have what appear to be the remna11ts of a
former moiety oxganization and sibs, whereas the Shocó do
not. Curt Nin1uendajú indicated th·e Shocó and Shu.curú
as distinct tribes on the tribal map prepared by him for the
Hand'f}ook of South American I1idians, a11d we also can
consider them as distinct groups. 21

. .

,

TRIBAL HISTORY

•

The earliest mention of the Shucurú tribe, in t he version
Xacuru, is about the y·ea,r 1599, if we ar e t o believe the author
of Desaggravos do Brasil e Glór i as de Perna1nbuco, \:vritten
in 1757 at Recife.22 Acéording to this account, the Portuguese, aided ·by their Indian allies, the Tobaj ares, defeated
the Tupinambá and drove them frc1n the coast of Pernambuco. ~The beat-en Tupinambá settled in various parts of
t he sertão and established numerous aldeias from t he Serra
de Borborema as far as the Rio do Peixe, an extent of
s·evel?-ty-eight leagues (four hundred seventy-eig_lht kilometers!). The state111ent appears to be an exaggeration.
The Portuguese, so runs the narrative, organized entradas
against the displaced Tupina mbá who, bitter over their
ejection from their maritime lands, allied themselves with
the Xacurus, Panatis, Icos, Icosinhos, and Coremas, and
arose in rebellion.
ln Pedro Calmon's História da Casa da Torre there is
cited· a letter dated October 12, 1688, written by l\1:a tias da
Cunha, which refers t o "tapuios" (Tapuya) including
Paiacus, Icos, Caratius, Janduis, and Sucurus, who fought
the troops under command of Domingos Jorge Velho and
Matias Cardoso. These Indians were admiringly described
as being among the only aborigines of the region never
completely defeated by the whites. 23
•

'

>

1 .

21.

Nimu en da.iú. 194fl- T : ~2. :Map

22 .
23 .

Couto. 19íl4 : 28.
Cal111on, 1939: 99.
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Acccrding to Araujo Jorge, the Shucurú and the Shocó
were Alagôan tribes; he says also that the "warlike"
Shucurú, Vouvês, Umães, Pipipães, and Carapotó occupied _
the most westerly regions of the present state of Alagôas24
once formed part of the Captaincy of Pernambuco, granted
by Dom João III to Duarte Coelho Pereira, who called his
new domain Nova Lusitania. Therefore, the Alagôan tribes
at the time of contact were at the· sam·e time located in the
region then known as Pernambuco.
The useful Informação Geral lists under the heading
Freguezia de Ararobá for the year 1749:
,,

Aldea do Ararobá, o ~1issionario e Religiozo da Congregaçam
de Sam f'elipe Nery, tem uma nassam de 1'apuyos, Chururus. com
642 pessoas.
Aldea do Macaco, não tem Missionario, e o que teve era Sacerdote do Habito de Sam Pedro, tem uma nação de Tapuyos Paraquioz e 182 ·p essoas.2s -

•

There are later references to the Paraquicz (Paratíos)
Indians in connection with the Shucurú; traces of this
association still persist today. ln a manuscript of 1761 we
find for the Freguezia de Ararobá:
Aldea U.e N. S.ra da Montanha, l\iliss. e Relig. da Congr.am de
Oratoris, índios da Nação Xucuruz.
Aldea do Maca(c)o. Freg. de Rio do Mar; Miss. - -- - - ,
jndios da Nação Paraquioz.26

In the sam·e manuscript there is a refere.n ce to still another Sh:ucurú ald:eia a t a place called Mamanguape, viz.,
Aldea da Boa Vista. Invoc.am St.81 Thereza.
1.'hereza; índios das Nações Canindés e Sucuruz.

'

Miss. e Relig.

Note that in 1761 Aldea do Macaco was in a different
freguezia than it was twelve years previously (1749).
How€ver, we cannot assume from this alone that the aldeia
itself had been moved; it is just as pcssible that the name
of the freguezia was changed; such shifts in names for
towns, hamlets, and settlements have taken place more than
once in Pernambuco. For example, Rio Branco is now
called Arcoverde, Jatobá is now called Petrolandia, and so
fotth.
In another mid-eighteenth century relation, year not
specified, Aldea do Macáco is located at Ribeira do Panenía.

24.
25 .

Aro.u jo Jorge, 1901 :67-84.

26 .

1.1 s. I -12-3, No. 25, fõlhas 56-63. Sec. Does . Bibl. N ac. , Rio do Janeiro.

Informa~ão

Geral (1749), 1008 :419-422.
/
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This probably refers to the headwaters of the Rio Ipanema '
near Pesqueira, close by Cimb·res.21
There are many gaps in. .the historical record, ·and the
next report available on ·the Shucurú dates from 1813 at
which time therre were 245 Shucurú Indians en:tered on the
municipal rolls of Cimbres. The dccument in question, a
petition to the provincial gover:nment of Pernambuco,
prbtests that Vila de Cimbres is 'too poor" to feed the
aforesaid Indians and ·requests that gov·ernmental tutelage
of the aborigines be ended "because they are capable of
living by themselvs as ordinary citizens".
ln 1855 the · Aldeia de Cimbres, Comarca do Brejo da
Madre-de-Deo~, was inhabited by 861 Indians,. the popula. tion havilig almost doubled itself in thirty-eight years time .
However, the .P aratío Indians are not .m entione.d, nor ·is the
Aldeia do Macaco. At this -time a dispute ·existed between the Indians and the . Camara Municipal o~er the qu:estion of
1and boundaries.29 In 1861 there we:re 789 Indians, comprising thirty-eigµt families, -living at Cimbres and in ·the Serra
·d o Ararobá. The aldeia had . nct yet peen survey·ed but
should have measured three leagues by two leagues, extending to the-waters of the Rio Ipojuca.3º
·
·
ln 1866 some twenty Shucurú seryed in the Para-g uayan
Wa'r; according to another informant, there were fourteen
Shucurú men a.n d two wómen who went off to the wars.
p;_any case, among tne returnirtg survivors was one Manoel
Felis, wh6 attained the rank of Alferes or ensign. For many
years bis uniform, forage-.cap, - shoulder-knots and saber
were cherished keepsakes among the Shucurú _o f Serra do
Ararobá. Also of interest are the imperial Letters of
Patent, dated April 25, 1878. The Empéror Bom Pedro II .
named an Indian called Manoel de Brito Cavalcante Arcoverde as Commandant-Geheral of the aldeias of . the Bra. .zilian Empire. ~ Sorne say he was a ·Shucurú, and others
deny -the elaim. 'The orig.inal commission is in the files of
the 4.ª Inspetoria Regional, Serviço de Proteção aos Indios,
Recife ..
_ A ·plea was . sent to the Diretor dcs Indios in Recife in .
1870> which stated that the Shucurú were in great misery
due to lack of foodstuffs, and requesting that the provincial
goverriment furnish , them with râtions "as done in other
'places/'31 We note that' a year later the economy cf the
1
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27. _Couto. Op. cit., pp. 170-71~
28. :i\'I s. II-3!-r,5, No. 2, 'fôlha 3. Sec. Does. Eibl. Nac., R io de Janeiro.
29. Torres Galtndo, letter dated J a nua.ry 4, l 85:> ; Da S ilveira, le tter dated
:F'ebruary 18, 1855; ta Ms. ~11, Diversos, Arq. Pqbl. l!:st. Pbco.., :Recife.
:~O .. Barão de Guararapes, Relatorio d a ted February, l'.3, 1861 : i"bid.
31. Castro Lob'os, Ietter dated March 30, 1870; in Ms. D-19, Diversos ; Arq.
. Pµbl. Est. Pbcó.,, R&,cit e.
·
· .
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Shucurú was still based largely on hunting and fishing; the
rest of the report is not very complimentary, viz., "the
Indians are naturally inclined toward thef~, criminality, and,
slothfulness; their character is docile, b·ut at the sarne time
they are warli~e. " 32
On January 25, 1879, the aldeia of Cimbres was declared,
extinct,33 but this meant on1y that governmental tutelage
of the Indians was endeq and did not imply that the Shucurú no longer enjoyed any rights to their lands. Nevertheless, the local non-Indian populace of Cimbres and Pes~
queira interpreted this action in just that way, and the great
land-grab was on.
We hear little of the Shucurú until the 1930's when
the late Curt Nimuendajú encountered about fifty des-cendants of the Shucurú tribe in the Serra do Ararobá. At
that time they were living in scattered settlements throughout the mountains, and had alm.o st lost their language,
retaining only a f ew words. ln his report of Nimuendajú's
visit, Mario Melo wrote that, " ... segundo· se le no Diccionario Histórico de Sebastião Galvão, havia em Cimbres ... tres
tribus: a dos arobás~ a dos paratíos e a dos xucurús."ª 4
Beyond a discussion of the origin of the name Ararobá,
I failed to encounter any mention by Galvão of the Ararobá
Indians per se; he wrote only that the aldeias of the Shucurú
and Paratío Indians were at Ararobá. To my knowledge,
this third tribe (Ararobá) is mentioned only by Melo. Even
if there were other confirming references to such a group
we might assume that ·A rarobá was a tribal synonym for
1e ither the Shucurú or ~aratío Indians living in the serra
of that name.
·
So far as known, the next manto visit the Shucurú was
Cícero Cavalcanti de Albuquerque in 1944; he was an
employee (Auxiliar do Sertão) of the Serviço de Proteção
aos Indios. ln bis official report he claimed that there
were 2,191 descendánts of this tribe, but that of these only
385 were "pure" Indians. During my own visit to these
Shucurú some 300 individuais from various localities in thearea were met; of these perhaps a score possessed in varying
degrees the general physical characteristics that we associate with members of the composite race known as American
Indian. Some of the more "Indian-looking" of this handful
of people admittedly had some Caucasian ancestry.
Among the physical types representing racial intermixture to be found among the Shucurú are mamelucos and
32.
33 .
3~ .

Camboim, letter dated Janua.rry 12, 1871, ibld.
Costa, Op. Cit.
Melo, 1935 : ~.
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curibocas. Mamelucos are the offspring of Indian "WOroen
and Caucasian men·; curibocas are the offspring of mulattos
with Negro · women and also the offsp-ring of mamelucos
with Negro women. ln the northeastern sertão curibocas
are often called salta atrás. Aires .de Casal35 records in 1817
that living among the Shucurú were a few whites and mestiços, so that racial intermixture was taking place early
in the nineteenth century, at l·east.
There might have been as many as 1,500 persons in the
local area who claimed to be descendants of the old Shucurú, and perhaps are such at least remotely, but by no
stretch of the imagination could the majority of these be
classed physically as representing the American mongoloids.
These Indian descendants refer to themselves when talking
to Neo-Brazilians as caboclos, but amongst their fellows
they term themselves Shucutú. A parallel is noted for
Indians of Baja California, Mexico, who refer to themselv.es
as paisanas when talking to Mexicans, but refer to themselves by. the tribal name on other occasions .
. The term caboclo was originally applied to Indjans of
northeast Brazil who were Tupí-speakers, or who ·spoke the
lingua geral in later times, as is abundantly demonstrated
in royal alvarás and other official documents throughout
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Indians who
were not Tupí-speakers were called tapuios (Tapuya).
Nowadays the word caboclo is applied in severa! senses:
loosely to designate almost any poor subsistence farmer in
the backwoods, and to those individuals· of the sarne economic status who are apparently desc,e nded frorn Indians, or
who at least claim to be so descended. The latter is the
more restricted use of the term, but I have heard of Negroes
designated as caboclos by the local populace simply because
these., Negroes lived amongst or associated with local Indian
descendants. As a matter of fact these Negroes called
themselves caboclos.

•

'

THE LANGUAGE

According to Mario Melo, Nimuendajú collected about
150 words of the Shucurú language, these representing what
was left of the native tongne at the time of his visit. Nimuendajú, who did not publish his field data on the Shucurú, was obliged to interrogate a númber of individuais,,
each of whom seemingly knew a few words, in order to obtain
th~s total.
By ccrnparing thes€ , Shucurú words against
words ·Of the sarne rneaning in Carirí (Mamiani, 1877), Ful35 .

Ai res d e Casal, lll47-II :19L
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niô, a:'imbira (Gê), and Guaraní, the conclusion was reached
by Nimuendajú that the Shucurú language was an isolated
one.
Cícero Cavalcanti also collected a lengthy vocabulary
among the Shucurú during his visit to the d·e scendants of
this tribe in 1944. At the time of my trip to the Serra de
Ararobá another wordlist was acquired. The three are
compared below:
N1MUENDAJÚ

WORD

(1935)

man
woman

fire
water
stone
head
eye
ear

•

mouth
nose
tongue

teeth
. hand
foot
house

,

xenúmpre
moéla (1)

intoá (3)
téu
kébra
kreka
•
•
p1go
bandulak
mãz
korõzá (4)
•
•
1sarago
cilodé
koreké
poya•
sek

'

CAVALCANTI

,

HOHENTHAL

(1944)
xenumpre

(1951)
çenumpre

tapipo, tiopipo (2)
itôka, kiró, kya
teu. kaytê
kuêbra~ krêkrê
kreká
axo•

krípa

Ekiiá
kaité
kaçlçí
kreká
açó

opigomon
axeko, xikrin

opigoMmón
sikrífi

."

biá
vOvó

poya•
xako, xeko

polyá
EçEki, çEkri

Comments:
(1)

(2)

moéla - a corruption of the Portuguese "mul~er"
(woman)?
tapipo - refers not to a woman but to a young girl

I

(moça, P.).

inotá - refers not to fire itself but rather to a firewalking ceremony practiced by the Shucurú (intooá).
(4) korozá - may be an error; compare with Shucurú
word for favas or broadbeans (Vicia faba .L. or
Phasealus lunatus), which is kuriçá or kauiçá.
A complete list of Shucurú words could not be obtained
in order to compare these with the ones recorded by Nimuendajú and Cavalcanti. Words obtained from each
informant were checked against other informants in só far
as possible, but many lacunre exist. ln regard to the
differences in the thre.e vocabularies given above we ·may be
dealing with remnants of more than one language because
of the variant words jn some cases for the sarne object. ln
other words, the possibility of retention in Shucurú of ·some
Paratío wcrds must be considered. This of course' assumes
{3)

'

,

f.

.
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that Paratío and Shucurú were düferent languages, for
whichk we have no real evidence.
The present-day descendants of the Shucurú employ
many words of alien origin in what remains of their ancient
speech, thus:
l\fEANING

WORD

.

akób
dOmba

plantain
· Indian ·hemp

REMARKS

lingua geral: pacoba (Heliconia
sp.)
,
of \Vest African origin : liamba
(Carznabis indica)

orasi
perro

sun
dog

te~dusaká

turkey

çabá

aipercatas

Tupí word: oracy
Spànish ! The Shucurú word for
dog is jabrégo.
Corruption of Iaté (Fulniô language); the word is ?uat? saká
Corruption of Portuguese "sapato"?

The Shucurú cannot construct phrases or sentences
with the few words of the native language which remain
to them. A few crude attempts to construct sentences by
Shucurú informants where recorded, but these have no
linguistic significance. The native words, when employed,
are merely interspersed whithin Portuguese sentences, with
a som,e what dismal result, viz., "Djigo konego para· kringó
com tapuka" (Maize is good to eat with chiclren), or "Aquela
kreça é katOngo", (That mulatto is homely), and the like.
It is rather pathetic, this desire to retain or preserve what
is possible cf their .aboriginal heritage. Informants of
middle age declareQ. that their grandparents and other
Indians of this age-class spoke Shucurú in preference to
Portuguese. If we calculate back in time on the ba'sis of
twenty-five years to ~ generation, and three generations
back (Ego, father, and grandfather), it would appear that
the Shucurú language was still being spoken in the 1860's
or 1870's.
T

•

•
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TERRITORY

The present-day settlements (sitios) of the Shucurú
are from one to two leagues (six to twelve kilometers) north
of the town of Pesqueira, being scattered throughout the
Serra de Ararobá and subsidiary ranges. Transportation is
by horse or mule. The Serra de Ararobá is about 890 meters
(2,706. feet) above sea level. The country is delightf_ul,
consisting of fertile valleys lying between , table mountains
and cttler isolated ranges, the typ.,e of r.egion known as
brejo. The soil is a· deep or light red in colar, and sandyclayey in compositioh. The terrain is rugged and -well

'

'
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watered. The climate is cool and the winters are favorable
for cultivation of f~uit treés and vegetables; tomatoe~
constitute an important local crop.
Estevão Pinto locates the Shucurú along the Rio do
Meio, Rio da Serra Branca, Rio de São Jorge, and Rio Taperoa, the last'- named ·d raining tfie Planalto da Borborema,
and ·all being tributaries of the Rio Paraíba; he also locates
the Shucurú. along the tributaries of th·e upper Rio Piranhas,
also in the state or Paraíba, as well as in the Serra de Ararobá and at Cimbres. With the exception of the last two
places named Pinto's locations are all much too far to the
north, and outside the state of Pernambuco.36
In 1944 Cícero Cav·a lcanti's Shucurú informants gave
him what purported to be the traditional extent of Shucurú Indian territory; this extended from Serra do Felipe
- Serra da Aldeia Velha - Serra do Aió - Serra do Majé
'
(or Pedra Furada) - Poço do Mulungú - Serra Isabel Dias
- Serra de Gang·orra - Serra da Ventania (or, do Vento)
and back to Serra do Felipe, a perimeter ·Of forty leagues
(one hundred square leagues), rather an extensive aboriginal range, if true.
Information obtained by me in 1951 from the Ind.ians
agrees largely with that reported by Cavalcanti. ln addition,
other localities were named: Serra do Tiagó, Serra da Porção [Poção, a town to the north of Serra de Ararobá],
Serra da Moça [Serra das Moças, also to the north, on the
Paraíba state line and visible from .Cim.b res], and Serra dos
Xucurú [located to tlíe southeast of Pesqueira]. Serra do
Vento (or, da Ventania) is not a mountain range but a
town located fifteen kilometers north of Belo Jardim; wllich
is some thirty kilometers to the east of Pesqueira (see map).
It should be mentioned at this point that the Indians
. will often refer to a mountain range (serra) by the name of
a specific locality within that range, with the resu1t ·that
such a serra may have numerous designations which leads
inevitably to geographical confusion. For example, -certain
places sacred to the Shucurú, and which possess the following names, viz., ,Serra da Pedra de Ouro, Serra de Armina,
· and Serra da Pedra do Cajeu, are all localities within the
Serra de Ararobá proper. There are many such instances.
The exact :extent of Iands granted to the . Shucurú of
the now extinct aldeia of Cimbres is unknown. ln a Royal
Letter dated May 22, 1703, addressed to the Desembargador
for Pernambuco, we fínd the following {transl.):

·.
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-
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Pinto, 1935-1 :135-139.
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... the law (pertaining to Indian land grants) of November 3rd,
1700, applies only to 1'apuya_s, 'vho live in the sertão, and not· to
Cabocollos, who live on the seacoast.37

On the basis of the law referred to in the above passage,
at least one square league of land was granted to each
aldeia of "Tapuya" Indians under the Desembargador's
jurisdiction. In later years more generous lan·d grants, up
to four square leagues or more in some cases, were made
to Indians under royal protection.
However, despite the interest of the Portuguese Crown,
and later of the Brazilian Empire for their aboriginal wards,
as late as 1855 the aldeia of Cimbres, then inhabited by 861
Indians, had not yet been surveyed. It was thought to
measure three leagues in length by one league in width,
extending to the waters of the .Rio Ipojuca, just to the
northeast of Belo Jardim.3s
Six years later the estimate of the aldeia's extent was
increased, being given in 18.61 as three leagues by two
leagues, but the Indian lands still had not been marked
out.39 Possibly one of the reasons that the Shucurú lands
were not surveyed was because of a conflicting land-grant
in 1775, when Dom José I in a Royal Letter directed to General Francisco Xavier de M:endonça, Gov.ernor for Pará
and-Maranhão, awarded six leagues of land, four of which
were for the use of the Camara Municipal of Clmbres, and
the other two leagues to be apportioned among the new
settlers. ., This was despite the obvious fact that the Shucurú had been living for twenty-six years (since 1749) on
lands designated for their use by the Crown, and within
the subseq:uent grant awarded to white settlers. 4 º
Whatever the reason for the failure to survey the Indian
lands, the Cimbres aldeia was d€clared extinct in 1879. The
Shucurú refer to this old aldeia as São João· Rosario. In the
Cimbres-Serra de Ararobá region, the present-day Shucurú
live in eight major settlements, which they call sitias: Canabrava, Brejinho, Caldeirão, Sitio do Meio, Machado, Lagôa, and Riacho dos Afetos. Another settlement, now
abando·n ed, was called Jitô.
The most populous of the modern Shucurú settlements
is Canabrava, about eighteen kilometers from Cimbres. Tuere
were supposed to have been two "full-blooded" Shucurú of
advanced age living in Pesqueira in 1944, but they were not

,
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37. Informa~ão Geral (1749), 1908:384.
.
38. Da. Silvel ra., letter dated February 18. 1800; ln Ms. D-11, Diversos .
.Arq. Pul>l. Est. Pbco., Recife.
39. Barão de Guara.rapes, R elatorio dated F ebruary 13, 1861; ln Ms. D-19,
Diversos. Arq. Publ. Est. Pbco., Recite.
~Marinho dos Santos, Ms. Oficio No. 209, dated August 9, 1944, Prefeitura dfl! PE'.squ.el.re.. Ph<>,o.
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encountered in 1951. Hardly any Shucurú own their own
lands, being poor tenant f armers. ln a letter to the Secretary of Interior for Pernambuco, the Mayor of Pesqueira
admitted that in 1939 the "Indian lands are now largely in
the hands oi others l i.e ., l~ eo-Brazilians) ," ano L11at the Livro de Datas (containing information pertinent to Shu-_
curú land claims) of the now extinct Conselho Municipal
de Cimbres "cannot be found."41

\

NEIGHBORS
Historically, the nearest neighbors of the Shucurú of
the Cimbres-Serra de Ararobá · region were the Paratío,
living at Aldeia do Macaco. According to Shucurú informants
in 1951 there were "many" of th·e Paratio some sixty years
ago, at which time they lived apart from the Shucurú. An
old, now-abandoned aldeia where they were said to have
lived for some time was pointed out to me; the name of
this place is Jitô (see above) and it lies in the Serra de Ararobá between Pesqueira and Canabrava sitio, being visible
from the trail linking that town and the Indian settlement
at a point where the trail skirts the lower slopes of a great
stone eminence (penha) called Pedra d'Agua.
The Shucurú call these Paratío "indios pretos" or "indios macunha.'' Descendants of these so-called "black
Indians" were encountered in the Serra de Ararobá, and
they looked very much like the descendants of the Shucurú.
While almost all of these Indians pre~nt clear-cut evidence
of racial admixture, the Paratío individuals looked no more
Negroid than the others in the region, yet their skin was
a good deal darker in calor than that of the Shucurú. This
was not entirely due to the effects of exposure to the sun
and wind, as could be determined when an individual's
shirt was removed so as to expose the torso.
_
The Shucurú know of the Fulniô Indians living at
Aguas Belas in the sarne state, and th-ere are a few
Shucurú married to Fulniô individuais and living in that
aldeia. ln addition, in any Shucurú wordlist one chances
to record there will be f ound occasional loan-words from
Iaté, the Fulniô language.
ln the state of Alagôas there is a group of Shucurú
Iiving in the Serra da Cafurna, overlooking the towh of
Palmeira dos Indios. These Indians left the Cimbres region
some years ago becaus.e of economic pressure and in order
to avoid Neo-Brazilian persecution. Today this Alagôan
'
41 . -

'

C&valcantt, letter da.ted June 20,
'

1~39,
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group of Shucurú lives in intimate relationship with descendants of another aboriginal people, the Wakona, and
intermarriage is now Jhe common pattern. These Indians
of the Serra da Cafurna refer to themselves as ShucurúCa:rirí. Their relatives in the Cimbl'eS4-Serra d e Ararobá
region regard them with some envy, asserting that these
emigrants had th_e courage to move out and start life ane\v
in another more fortunate place, and consequently now
must be doing very we11- in an economic sense. ln point
of f act, the emigrant Shucurú of Serra da Cafurna are not
much better off ;e concmically than their brethren to' the
north, but they do enjoy better social relations with the
Neo-Brazilians of Palmeira dos Indios and environs. One
of the reasons for this possibly may be that the Alagôan
Shucurú, together with the small Wakona group, are few
in number, unobtrusive, and hence do not constitute a source
of economic competition with the Neo-Brazilian farmers in
the sarne region; alsó these Indians occupy the poorest and
least desirable lands in the mountains.
The Shucurú i.n general know also of the Shocó Indians
who live along the lower Rio São Francisco, but there is
little or no contact between the two groups, with the possible exception of the Alagôan Shucurú. At the time of
the Shocó "ouricurí", or period of sacred ceremonies, ln 1952
there were no Shucurú present, althcugh individuais of the
Natú, Fulniô, and Pancararú tribes were in attendance.
Shuéurú informants knew little or nothing of the Pancararú Indians of Brejo-dos-~adres, P ernambuco, beyond the
name and the obvious fact that such a tribe · existed.
Perhaps such informatiôn has been acquired through contact with, the Fulniô,.-who are better acquainted
with the
'
Pancararu.
No native names in the Shucurú language were recorded for these neighboring tribes, and no information of any
value in regard to such tribes was obtained. Names of
historical tribes ·recorded in seventeenth and eighteenti1
century documents were not recognized by informants,
despite attempts to pronounce these in various possible
~~.

0
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ARCHEOLOGY

'

There is supposéd to be a cave "full of human bones'; in
the Riacho do Boi area, one hundred fifty meters south of
Casa Vicente, which Iies about six kilometers east of Cimb1es.
This cave is Iocated in the. northern slopes of the Serra .de
Ararobá, in a rocky granitic face (Pedra do Cajeu). visible
\
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.
from Casa Vicente. Another nearby cave contains pictographs on its outer face. The first cave was not visited.
On the trail to Pesqueira from Cimbres, by way of the
north rim o! the major açude (reservoir) and· just before
reaching· a "place called Curral dos Bois, is a larg·e extrusive
granitic formation called by the Shucurú kisanga ("rockpainting"). There are numerous pictographs here, done in
geometric designs and in polychrome on a rock face. Travelling by horse on this trail, the distance between Cimbres
~nd Pesqueira was estimated as being some fifteen kilom.eter~
or two and a half leagues.
The Indians here commonly retrieve from·- their roças
or garden clearings baked-clay tobacco pipes, some of them
anthropomorphic elbow types, and others conial in shape.
Some of the anthropoinorphic pipes illustrate the head..hair
of the figures represented as being "crown-cut", reminiscent of seventeenth century Dutch engravings of the old
"Tapuya" tribes. ln addition, potsherds are occasionally
turned up.
·
Archeological specimens of stone querns and slabmortars are sometimes f o-u nd and reused by present-day
Shucurú. This area does not appear to be as rich in surface
archeological material as the region along both sides of the
lower Rio São Francisco or in certain Pernambucan mountain ranges, notably Serra de Arapuá and Serra de Cacaría,
the latter so named because of the large numb~r of sherds
(cacos) found along its slopes.
Unfortunately, time did not permit an archeological
survey in the Serra de Ararobá and no sites were recorded.
Nevertheless, the region should be carefully investigated in
the future .

.

.
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TRADITIONS
"A group of Shucurú were out hunting in the forest
where the town of Cimbres now stands. Coming to a clearing, they discovered a small, painted wooden image of a
person; this statuette was resting on a tree-stump. The
Indians thought this was a visitation and they knelt, crying
aloud, "Tamaai! Tamaai!" This was the miraculous appearance of Nossa Senhora da Montanha."
Comment: Parallel stories, with minor variations, are told
by both the Fulniô and Pancararú Indians, except that the
nanie Tamaai does not figure in these versions. The story
reflects early missionary influence. The word Tamaai
&eems to be a variation of the· Tupian Tamoí or Mythical
Grandfather. Métraux observes that among the Tupinam·-
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bá the main mythological characters were represented by a
set cf culture heroes called Monan, Maira-monan, Mairapochy, Mairata, and Sumé; because of inconsistencies and
conficts in the mythology it is possible that all of these
names are synonyms for Tamoí.42
Like many caboclos in the region the presen t-day Shucurú believe in Tupã, originally a seconda ry character in
Tupinambá mythology, the Demon Df Thunder. Subsequent
to missionary influence Tupã was promoted to the rank of
the Christian God. Another f~est d~mo·n · was Juruparti
who later became equated to the devi!; he is· described by
modern caboclos as being a malicious cgre who haunts the
forests and who is ill-disposed toward mankind.
·
•
"There was a Shucurú Indian who lived sev·e nty years
ago in the mountains between Càruarú and São Caetano.
He was a grandão (big shot) , a real powerful chief of ali
the Shucurú; Indians everywhere paid him homag'e and
brought him· many gifts because h~ protected them from the
Brazilians. His name was Coroné [Coronel] Camboí."
Comment: This is probably a vague remembrance ef Francisco Alves Cavalcante Cam.boim, Diretor-General dos Indios
for Pernàmbuco in 1870-1871. "Colonel" is still a courtesy
title in ncrtheast Brazil, comparable to l(entucky colonels
in the United States.
MATERIAL CULTURE

I

'
\

-

. .\

The information contained in the following sections,
including that which concerns social lüe, is based on informants' accounts. No claim is made for its accuracy, but
because of checking and rechecking of informants' stat ements, the data to follow are believed t n r epresent at
least a truthful approxima tion to the aboriginal Shucurú
pattern of existence as remembered by informants through
oral tradition. It is regrettable that serious lacunre exist,
but the Shucurú descendents r emember very little of the
,....
ways of their ancestors.
Economy:

Aboriginally, the Shucurú subsisted on a hunting, fishing and gathering basis. This practice continued w:ell into
colonial times. Nôwadays, hunting and fishing are of no
economic importance,. particularly the former because of
the scarcity of game in the region. Gathering is still resorted to, especially during the period follc wing the summer
42.

M é t r aux, 194x:
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thunder showers. The Shucurú today are subsistence fa:rmers, cultivating small plots of land (roças), and do not
differ in the horticultura! techniques and crops raised from
their Neo-Brazilian neighbors. It is not clear whether hor-·
ticulture was practiced in pre-contact times. The state of.
evidence to date does not permit us to deny agriculture
absolutely, nor on the other hand to claim its existence (see
pag·e 115 ).

•

Hunting:

ln 1817 Aires de Casal noted that when their men failed
to bring back game from a 11unt, the Shucurú women were
accustomed to give forth a lugubrious lament. (um pranto
lugubre). At this time . there were 472 Shucurú Indian$
living at Cimbres.43 ~unting was important to Shucurú
economy as Iate as 1871.
Game such as deer, peccary; jaguar and the like were
hunted principally with the self-bow. Nowadays a~ muzzleloading shotgun (espi,ngarda) is used, although hunting is
only casual. Such weapons are made locally by Neo-Brazilians and sold in the public markets.
In addition to the bow, the aborigin.a l Shucurú used a
variety of traps and snares for_different animals and forest
birds. Among these contrivances, most of which are still
employed, figure the dead-fall, kn·own by various terms, viz.,
quebra-cabeça, quebra--espinhaço, and quixó. The weights _
consist of a heavy stone or section of log. If the deadfall is
triggered by a "figure-four" arrangement it is known as a
mondé. Another contrivance is called pegatatú, a modified
sliding-door· trap consisting of bala.nced stones placed ·about
an armadillo's burrow in such a way as to seal off the entrance when the creature emerges and disturbs the trap.
The animal is thus prevented from escaping into his den
and can be shot or caught out in the open; this technique
requires the hunter to lie in wait for his prey to em.er~
from the burrow.
Formerly, heavy animals such as peccaries and jaguars
were trapped in pitfalls, the opening being concealed by a
flimsy covering of brush and earth. A modified arrangement of this for smaller animais which are accustomed
to move along certain runs, from burrow to burrow as in
the case of the armadillo, for example, still exists. It is
called locally arataca and consists of a pit with a teeter-.
board arrangement, which tilts and plunges the victim into
the pit when the animal seeks to pass over.
4.3 .

.Aires d e Casal, op. clt., p. 11)L
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A common trap for birds and smaJI animais is the arapuca or cage-fall, fashioned of small sticks lashed together
so as to result in a truncated pyramidal shape. Snares are
of two types, the simple noose trap, and a snare with a
trigger device; both of these are referred to as laço de cipó,
and the trigger-operated snare was often attached to ,a
spring-pole.
An interesting cultural trait here is that of deer-running,.
shared also by the Fulniô and other tribes surV'eyed. A.
parallel is noted among Indians of Baja California andj.
northern Mexico, notably the Tarahumara.s. Briefly the·
technique consists of one c r severa! hunters pursuing a de€r·
on foot dur ing the heat of the day, at a season when the
animal is fat and cannot run well; t he deer must at last
stop from sheer exhaustion and is then easily approached
and killed. This custam is no longer practiced amcng the
Shucurú.
The Shucurú shared with other tribes in the region a
belief in a Lord cf the Forest , or Caapora (Caipora, Curupira?), who protects the game animais. This is a widespread belief in eastern South America. Befor e hunting,
per mission was asked of Caapora tl1rough prayer and the,
smoking of to·bacco by the hunter; aft-er the kill pardo11 ·was
asked of Lord of the Forest for "having killed cne of bis~
childr.en" ; hunting was considered to be a holy occupation,.
and if a man was greedy and killed n1ore crea tures than he:
and his family could eat, bad lucl{ would follow him the rest:
of his days and never· again would the luckless individual'.
be successful as a hunter. Me·n struating women \ver.e not
permitted to touch or even approach newly killed game, or
touch a m an 's weapons. Curiously enough, this restriction
extends even now to firearms owned by modern descendants
of the Shucurú a nd other tribes in the region.
Most aniibals :wer e eaten ; no data were obtained on
r estrictions in r egard to eating certain creatures. The
present-day Fulniô do have restrictions on eating certain
animais associated with their sibs, thus a man of the Duck
clan is pr ohibited from eating that fowl, which to him is
taboo. · The Shucurú still eat a small green lizard called
tlçí (unid.), as well _as iguanas (Iguana iguana), known
locally as camaleão, and the large giboia snake (Constrictor constrictor). As a matter of fact, iguana tlesh can be
bought in the feiras .cr public markets in many small towns
throughout the northeast. It is esteemed as a delicacy by
the caboclos.
\

•
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<lathering :

Gathering was important in aboriginal times, but th~
consumption ·of wild vegetable producei plays a relatively
minor role in present-day Shucurú econo·rny. Wild foodstuffs
utilized included fruits of various cacti such a xique-xique
(Pilocereus setosus), which resembles the :Ritahaya of the
American Southwest, palma (Opu nti a sp.}, and mandacarú
(Oereus jamaracu DC.). Other fruits were mangaba (Hancornia speciosa Gom.), mocugê (Couma rigida M.) , araçá
, <Psidium variabile), araticúm (Rollinia exalbida, or A nona
sp.), umbú (Spondi~s tuberosa), acajá (Spondias lutea L.
var. purpurea), quixaba (Pisonia aculeata L.) , tapiá (Crataeva tapia L.), and cajú (Anacardium occidentale L.) . The
:fruits of certain palms were also consumed, particularly the
ouricurí (Cocos coronata M.) and catolé (Attalea oleifera
BR.). The Shucurú ate the small bitter fruits of the jurubeba (Solanum paniculatum L.) for stom.a ch disorders, and
liked the fruits of a mountain myrtle, the jaboticaba <Myrciaria · jaboticaba Berg.). Other fruits utilized were sapotí
(Achras sapota L.), sapucaia (Lecythis pisonis Camb.), and
a fruit called cabaçú which appears to be genipapo (Genipa

•

americana) .
'

A \Vild tuber-bearing plant called cafófo, known also
as batata brava (Cisampelos tomentosa?), was utilized for
starch. It bears a number of small tubers; these were
grated on a rough stc.n e-, the resulting paste being squeezed
to remove the moisture and spread out to dry in the sun.
The flour or dried paste was eaten dry or cooked with meat.
' The idez:itiiication of this species is uncertain. Honey from
wild bees is till greatly appreciated by the Shucurú; their
favorite is that prcduced õy the papa-terra bee (Trigo1ia
basalis). The nest is located by observing the flight of the
bees; the .Shucurú do not cut out the colmeia from the tree .
and take it home in order to raise the bees there. Only
part of the honey is removed, and the bulk of the nest is
lef t in place so that the bees will nút become discouraged.
and abandon the hive. ln aboriginal tim·es certain. grubs
were eaten.
,

Fishing:

Fishing was by means of traps, weirs and narcotics.
For stream-dwelling fish in his region, notably the smal1
piaba (Leporinus copelandi), the Shucurú used a long conical basket woven· of strips of taboca (Guadua sp?), the
apparatus being called Jn the língua geral jiquí. There were
stiff rods slanting inward from the c-p ening of this device so

•
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as to permit the easy entry of the fishes but which also

'

/

'

impeded their escape. A barrier of branches, sticks and
stones was thrown across -a streám and one or more jiquis
might be set in position a.l:;P g this ad h oc V,"8 i~, i.-' 1 :!'1::"'.'•?l~:?Oll
severa! Indians armed witp leafy branches waded thr-ough
the water, striking its surface smartly and SO• frightening
the fishes into the traps. Tl1is method is still used by the
Shucurú.
In quiet pools of water (poços) they r esorted to fisirstunning ('tinguijear"). Apparently the most iimportant,
plants used for stupefacients were timbó (Dahlstedtia pin-nata) and tinguí <Tephrosia toxicaria). Informants stated .
that other drugging plants w·e re also used, favela (Cni- ·
dóscullus phylla·c anth·u s?) and maniçoba (Manihot glaziovii) ..
Sm.a ll birds accustorned to drinking a t certain pools were·~
also taken occasionally by drugging the water, particularly·
rolinhas or swallows (Columbina picui) , a bird known as;
asa-branca (Columba picazuro), jurutí (Leptotila verreauxi),
and the gallo de campina (Paroaria dominicana). The lastnamed, a song-bird, was kept as a house pet. The usual
drinking place of such birds was fouled or covered up so as
to oblige them to seek water elsewhere, preferably in a.
n.e arby place prep~red in advance with the drugging plant,
which was normally crushed. The Shucurú aver that the
jUrutí was the most difficult bird to stun ili thisfway because
it is so clever and wary: once the jurutí senses that the
water has been doped_, it spills the water at once from its.
beak and so escapes.
The Shucurú do not fish at night with the aid of torches-,.
nor engage in fish-chopping (with a bush-knife and torch) ,,
or dive to catch fish with the bare hands, as do the Fulniô_
H articulture:

'

'

•

It is not certain that the aboriginal Shucurú practiced
horticulture; they claim having raised tobacco from the very
earliest times, and tobacco figuJes largely in c.eremnnial
. practices. Their dance regalia, less the headdress, is called
takO, which is the Shurucú word also for cotton. We do not
know whether the abOriginal Shucurú atually raised. cotton.
or not . (see page 125).
Horticultura! techniques are no different from those of·
their Neo-B:razilian neighbors, that is, they practice "fire-agriculture" and use the hoe as the principal implement. .
Like their neighbors, -the Shucurú do not recognize the dif- .
ference between native American domesticated plant.s ~d .
those which were introduced by the Pórtuguese; for instartee,: .
tbe guandú or pigeon-pea (Cajanus indicus, Spreng.) ls''called "com.ida de -caboclo",. although it is a crop of Olcl~

-

•

•

\
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World origin. Other names for this are feijão-andú, feijão
v.de arvore, guandeiro, and ervilha de sete anos.
Field-crops include severa! varieties of maize, bitter
manioc (Manihot utilissima), sweet manioc (M. aipi), variõus Phaseolere com:mon to the region, jerimun (Cucurbita
maxima), and garden truk. Cultivated fruits include mamão (Carica 'P<Lpaya), coração da India (Cardiospermum
halicacabum L.), jaca (Artocarpus integrifolia L.), av9cado
(Persea americana), and pineapple (Ananas sativa). An
important crop for ready cash is the castor-bean (Ricinus
communis), often referred to as "poor man's money".
Weapons:

'

;

The principal aboriginal weapon was the self-bow, made
of madeira tamboril (Enterolobium tim.b oura L.); and
measuring six feet or so in length ewn as late as the turn
of the century; modern bows are considerably shorter, a
little over five feet in length, and for the purposes of certain
dances are often decorated at the arm-tips with streamers
of red, yellow, and green cloth or paper. Aboriginal bows
were not so embellished, being strictly utilitarian.
Midsection of the bow at the grip was about the
thickness of a broomstick (o.ne inch); the arms were tapered
toward the tips which were "stepped", that is, there was
a cylindrical, tapering projection serving to secure the bowcord, which was twisted from fibres of caroá (Neoglaziovia
variegata Mez). Modern bows, though shorter, are similar
in construction.
ln shooting, the bow was secured in the left hand, the
nocked arrow to the left side of the stave as held; the
archer drew the arrow back to the ear, and used a primary
.Telease. The forefinger of the left hand was curved over
the arrow shaft when in shooting position. Severa! arrows
:could be held together with the bow in the left hand for
:rapid sequence shooting.
Arrows were very nearly as Iong as the bow; modern
.arrows seen by me are actually longer than the bow affected
nowadays. Arrows were made of taquara da frecha (Gyneirium sagittatum) and were end-notched, the ends being
wrapped to avoid splitting. The shaft had ,n o sand introduced in arder to give weight and balance during flight.
The foreshaft was of hardwood, as was the sharp point,
being fashioned of pau d'arco (Tecoma ipe, T. umbelata?)
and sometimes of bamboo, with serrations or barbs along
one or both ed~s, or, of lanceolate form. Iron was
acquired early fro·m the Portuguese; I observed a f_ew iron-

I
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tipped arrows of receht manufacture. The arrowshaft was
simple, unincised and otherwise undecorated, so far as inf ormants could recall; modern arrows are plain. Arrows
were fletched with feathers split lengthwise along the quill,
one-half section of a feather to one side of the shaft. These
were tied with thin strips of taboca or cipó and secured
with beeswax; lashings w·e re only at the extreme ends of
the feathers, that is, tangential bridging (Stegfiederung).
Feathers preferably were black, usually of the jacú fowl
( Pen1elope superciliaris), and modernly of chickens.
The Shucurú made whistling arrows. A modern example, five feet in length, had a whistling device contrived of
some hard .n ut shell, one-half inch in diameter, with six tiny
boles evenly spaced over its surface. This ball was pierced
by two larger holes opposite each other by means of which
the device was slipped onto the f oreshaft, resting near the
latter's insertion in the arrow shaft proper. When such an
arrow is in motion the air passing rapidly through the
·tiny vents produces a shrill whistling sound.
Informants asserted that anciently war arrows were
poisoned by thrusting their points into the mouth of a
venomous snake or into the body of a cururú toad (Bufo
sp.). Such allegations .must be treated with reserve; however, the cururú· toad enjoys the sinister reputation of
being virulently poisonous among the cabocles who will .on
no account handle it.
Another claim was made for plant-derived· poisons for
war arrows, such being allegedly concocted from plants
known locally as guardião (M·e lothria pendula V.?) and
quina-quina ar laranjeira do· mato (Esembeckia febrifuga
Fus.).
According to informãnts, in aboriginal times heavy
clubs made of dens·e woods common to the region were
employed in combat. By description, since th~y are :rio
longer made, they must have resembled somewhat the war
clubs illustrated in Dutch accounts of northeast Brazil
published in the seventeenth century.44 Modern Shucurú,
like other Indian descendants in the region, commonly
carry short heavy cudgels when they go o.u t at night,- pau
ferro <Caesalpinia ferrea M.) being a favorite material for
fashioning such weapons.
The Shucurú, like other surviving tribes in the north- east, still use the bodoque or pellet-bow, introduced to Brazil
from India by the Portuguese. The· Shucurú, ho~ver, do
not have the cross-bow, which the Shocó Indians of the ·

,
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lower Rio São Francisco retain to this very day. Presumably
the Shocó ad·o pted this weapon from the Portuguese.
Clothing àrc d Adornment:

-

Aboriginally, both sexes of the Shucurú must have gone
about very nearly nude. · conflicti~g information indicates
that the men wore a narrow waist-belt twisted of catolé
palm fronds to which the penis was secured by a cord
twisted of the sarne material, cr, a sort of narrow loincloth (tanga) fashion·ed -0f pounded catolé p~lm fronds;
the c-enter ribs of the fronds were removed by splitting and
the soft parts were bundled together, not woven. Women
apparently wore nothing, but unfortunately informants
w-ere not in agreement ' on the subject of dress. Aires de
·casal noted that the Shucurú women · spun and wove
cotton, but this was early in the nineteenth century, sometime aft-er white contact.4 5
Informants stated -that the men wore in aboriginal
times ear ornaments of imburana de cheíro wood (Torresia
cearensis F. Ali.). The earlobes were pierc-ed during the
boys' puberty ceremony (no longer celebrated) and the
boles were gradually distended by inserting sequentially
ever larger pieces of smooth discs of _wood, or batoques.
The discs worn in adult life must have measured two to
three inches in diameter and about one-half inch in
thickness. Men also wore a feather of some brightly colored
bird thrust transversely through the septum of the nose;
sometimes two such f eathers were thus displayed. A lower
lip feath.er was mentioned by some informants, but den~ed
by others.
Women páinted their faces with transverse or vertical
lines or bands, using one, two or three fingers in order to
produce bands of varying width. Genipapo ~ (Genipa americana) or charcoal mixed with honey from wild bees were
the. materiais for black. The aboriginal use of urucú (Bixa
orellana) and red were the primary colors employ.ed; white
clays (tauá) and yellow clays (limonite) were similarly us~-d
as in the ceremonial practice continued today among other·
neighboring tribes.
/
Tattooing and mutilatio·n were lacking, unless piercing
the earlobes and nasal septum falis under the latter head.
_The teeth were not filed, but during the boys' puberty rite
the pajé (shaman) cust.omarily knocked out two centràl
.maxillary incísors of the .young boys coneerned. This custom-
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has been abandoned. It was once practiced also by the
Fulniô.
Feather headdresses of macaw and parrct feathers were
made and used by men for ceremo.n ial occasions, but these
are now replaced by a modified headgear. contrived of woven
catolé palm fronds.
Necklaces of animal teeth pierced for stringing were
used aboriginally. Informants showed me certain hard nuts
retrieved from rock shelters, which nuts had been gnawed
cpen at one end in a circular fashion by a small rodent
known as punaré, perhaps a kind of rat. The appearance
of the gnawed portions was extraordinary, suggesting almost
that they h.a d been cut by machinery. The Shucurú formerly
strung necklaees of these nuts after permitting tl1e rodent
in questio·n to do the hard work. Nowadays the Shucurú
fashion necklaces, which they call rosaries, of greyish-white,
hard seeds called locally milagre; possibly t h -: y are J.ob's
Thears (Coix lachryma-jobi i), a species the Guaraní cultivated for the purpose of making necklaces from the seeds.
Shelter:

As to houses, construction of the sort known as taipa
(wattle-and-daub) is the rule nowadays; ocasionally a hou~
will be f ound co·n structed of adobe bricks. These structures
are no different than Neo-Brazilian shanties in the sarne
region. Anciently, it seems that the Shucurú constructed
single family houses of poles, ·thatched with fronds of catol~
palm. The walls were so low as to be almost nonexistent.
The plan was roughly rectangular and the roof was gabled;
the eaves reached almost to ground· levei. There was a
single entrance and no windows. ln the centre o.f the house,
opposite the door, was a fireplace , although cooking was
done usually outside the house.
Although the Shucurú now use cotton hammocks, in
aboriginal times they slept on mats woven of catolé palm
fr.onds or on crude platform beds. No information was
obtained in reg~rd to swea thouses.
Firemaking:
•

-

ln the old days a simple hand drill, rotated rapidly
between the palms of the· hands, was used for producing !ire.
It was f ashioned of jucá or pau ferro wood (Caesalpinia f er...
r-ea .Mart.) ; the hearth of cabrahiba wood, which is uniden.:.
tüied although the tree itself is mentioned in Pereira. da
Costa's Vocabulario Pernambucano. 46 Fibres from the seed-

'
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pods of the barrigudo tree (Chorisia speciosa SH) served as
tinder.
Another way to make fire vias by the percussion method;
a section of bamboo was·stuffed with the sarne tinder material
and then a stone of the crypto-crystalline class was struck
smartly against a lump of iron pyrites in order to produce
sparks which were caught on the tinder; the spark was
fanned to a coal by blowing.
A third technique claimed by the Shucurú, which
seems remarkable for this area, is that of the fire saw. A
flexible strip of taboca or ta.q uara was seized by th·e free ends
and drawn rapidly back and forth 1transversely over a
wooden hearth into which_a V-shaped groove had been cut.
If this method, typical of Indonesia, was really employed
by the Indians, which is probable since it is an unusual sort
of thing for an informant to invent on the spur of the
moment, it may well have been introduced to this part of
Brazil from Indonesia by the Portuguese,
, just as the pelletbow was (see pag-e 117).

~

Cooking:

Aside from the usual boiling of foods in pots, cooking
u~d to be ac-complished in an earth oven or fireless cooker.
A large hole was dug, a fire built within and larg.e stones
piled to become heated. After the stones became sufficiently
hot, the coais and ashes were rakêd to one side .o·f the pit,
green brush dampened with water was spread over the hotstones, and the food, wrapped in damp plantain leaves or
placed in a lidded pot, was lowered into the pit which was
then recovered with layers of brush and earth. Another
fire was built on top of the co·vered pit and the food beneath
was permitted to cook all day. Another aboriginal practice,
used on hunting trips and now obsolete, was stone boiling
in a large section of bamboo. The Fulniô still know how .
to cook in this f ashion, and occasionally an Indian of this
tribe off on a trip in the sertão will ·employ it.
The main meal, often the only one, was generally at
midday, altho·u gh an ·individual might nibble throughout
the day on various ~its of food. Honey mixed with water
was a favorite drink. The Shucurú, like other Indian
descendants in the region, are expert at tossing handfuls
of dry manioc flour into their mouths while eating; this
·technique is more difficl).lt to master than it appears.
Women serve food to the men first, w~o generally eat apart.
'

-46 .

Pereira da Costa.. 1937 :137.
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Salt:

There- was no _aboriginal '" salt, but substitutes . were
devised by burning certain le~ves and utilizing the ashes.
Also; sóme clâys_in Shucurú teri:itõry contain natural salt;
th.e natives poured water over such clay, kneaded it, then
boiled the water . and licked the cooled residue. Repo:rts
were heard of some individuais who indulged in g_eophagy;
génerally th:éy a:r;e .yoU:ng· children suffering :f:ro,m worms,
and theJr ~parents, not understanding, punish tnem if
caugh_t in tl!:e act. Victims of this- vice were also observed
in the Eulniô aldeia, where -tr:eatment with a vermi~uge
often halted the practice.
~

1

,
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.· Fermented B~verages:

'

•

.,

\

_ . T11e Shuçur:ú apply the- term ca~ím (língua geral) to
caxaça_ (cane ,rum) and aguardente, wherea~ the_ word is
usually restrícted to indicate alcoholic beverages the abo~ rigines ferment from various fruits and field crops, such
_. as manioc and sweet potato. The Shucurú do no-t ferment
beverages now, and it is -doubtful that they ever did so. On
· - the other ·h and, it seems fairly certain that their neighbors,
-thê F~lniô, formerly produced a ínildly _alcoholic drink
fermented from the riP.e fruits of the ouricurf palm (Cocos
coronata M.), _
a nd ·~ detailed_description of ,the process was
recorded. These fruits are bright orange when ripe and the
-~ -sweet, gummy pulp can b_
e chewed in the natural state;
· with:in is a minlature coconut, which can be cracked open,
-its meat being extr:acted and eaten. ,
·
Tobacco:

-

_Informant~ stated that formerly tãe Shucuru smo·ked a
kind ó! aromatic. plant -called fumo bravo or wild tobacco,
- -a vague desig.n ation for two species (Elerph.antopus .scaber
L. and Eremanthus icq,nus Les.), which may not be' suitable
~'fo;r such _
purposes; the first, at least, is used .as a. medicin~l
plant by caboelos. As to tru~ to-bacco (Nicotiana tabacurh
L ;), most informants were Jn agreement tli:at tobacco was
.always ra~ed. Baked clay to.ba.cco pipes of various styles,. .
- .coruc~I, elbow and ·~lb9w anthropomorphic, and platfonn,
......,_ are occ~sienãJiy retrieved by the Indians from · their
r()Ças. and óther ~ pla.ces i!l the mountains; of~en these are.
reused by the ,madern ,Shucurú.

'
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Domesticated Animals:

1

It is not at all clear whether the Shucurú anciently
·had the dog; some informants claim their ancestors haQ. it,
others just as vehemently deny the assertion. The ~hucurú
word for dog is jabrégo, but astonishingly enough severa!
informants volunteered the information that the natiTe
wo.r d was "perro", which of course is Spanish. No other
anima!s were domesticated by the Shucurú, although they
like and keep pets of several kinds, for example, marmcsets
(Hapale .jacchus), parrots (Amazonas aestiva), parakeets
(Forpus passerinus flavissimus), gallo de campina (Paroaria dominicana), and other songbirds. ln contrast to the
contradictory Shucurú statements, - the Fulniô, without
exception, definitely declare that they themselves had no
dog in precontact times. What they .r efer to, in their own
1anguage of !até as the "fat-bellied dog" is really the stubby
belligerent little beast known as cachorro-do-mato-vinagre
(1ctycion veriaticus), which has à weakness for chewing
sugar cane.

•

,

l

1

•

Cannibalism:

.'

Anthtopophagy, whether ceremonial or gustatory, was
not practiced, J?.Or was endocannibalism.
MANUFACTURES
Grinding Complex:

\

Portable slab querns and mullers, portable slab morta•
and cobble pestles, as well as bedrock querns and mortars
are common throughout the interior northeastern region
travelled. The Shucurú still use such ·devices to grind grains
and coffee beans, but they do not make them today. The
portable querns and mortars in. their settlements probably
represent archeological surface specimens found in the
mountains .a nd reused by these Indians. Usually such
objects are fashioned of granite or diorite. Other Indian
groups in the region, the Pancararú for example, also use
retrieved archeological grinding implements.
Pot~ery:

I

'.

Aires de Casal noted in 1817 that the Shucurú women
were expert potters:47 The wo:tnen make pottery even tôday.
i

.,.1.

.A.ire. de Oa.la.1,
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It is called generically kajurá. When fired it is reddish in
calor and resembles both in texture and in shape the ware
made locally by Neo-Brasilians and sold in nearby markets.
Firing patches are only accidental and are not considered
'
decorative.
Potter's clay does not a ppear to contain very much
mica, and the Shucurú add sand as a temper ing material.
A favorite place where the women are wont to seek clay is
Riacho Bucho da Gô. They first wash the clay "in order to
remove the salt", then dry it, pound the hard lumps, and
grind them up in a stone .quern with a muller, after which
the powdered clay is sifted through the fingers and undesirable pebbles are rem.oved. If this w.ere not done, the
pot would crack owing to uneven expansion because of heat
during the firing process.
The potter uses- no wheel, but adds water to the clay,
kneads it to the desired cc·n sistency and places a large lump
of it on a broken section of gourd or a potsherd, which in.
tuTn rests on a small board or directly on the hard ground.
Mario Melo asserts that "the Shucurú mold their pottery
from a blcck of clay, indicating that they had no previous
contact with more advanced tribes." 4·8 Actually, the wareis molded at the base and coiled above, corresponding to the
type manufactured by the historie Carirí.49
The potter takes a lump of clay and punches a depression in it with her fist, then she slaps it down on the broken
sherd o:ç gourd section, which she spins abnut ~ith one hand,
molding the clay shape with the fingers of the free h.and
as the clay lump and its ad hoc base move about as a unit.
Next, the woman fashions a long roll of clay between her
palms in the form _of an elongated sausage, and begins to
add this to the crude rim of what has been fashioned so
far, effecting the bind by pinching it with her fingers; the
pot is built up by spiralling the clay sausage, viz., by t he
coiling technique. Large pots must be made in this mannér
by sheer reason of th·e ir size, un.wieldiness, and the obvious
difficulty of molding a large vessel in its ·e ntirety. This
technique is em.ployed also by the Shocó and Pancararú;
the Fulniô make no pottery.
After drying thoroughly in the shade the surface is
freed of its rough spcts by rubbing with a piece of dry gourd
anda smooth pebble. A pot that is to be painted is slipped
before firing. Firing· comrhonly takes place two to three
days after drying is completed. An open pit, large enough
to accommoda te half a dozen pots, is dug and they kindle
1
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a fire within, utilizing 1specific woods :_ catingueira (Caesalpinia pyramidalis Tul.) , angico <Piptadenia sp.), and imburana de cambão (Bursera leptophlreus M.). The lastnamed is thought to "cleanse" the ware and to give it a
"proper red coloJ;", which is prized. The fuel is placed on
and around the pots, which -are fired as long as twentyfour_
hours in some cases. Modernly .a sort of crude firing oven
is often constructed of field stone held together with clay
mortar.
For painting the pots a type of hit clay called b y the
Indians "juiz" (giz? == chalk) is -employed; they obtain it
from a local place. with the Portugu:ese name <Jf Ladeira·
de Mascarenha. White was the only colar noted for decorated ware .among the Shucurú; designs are usually floral;
most of the ware is quite plain.
Pottery should not be fired at the tim·e of a new moon
because the ware will crack; salt will also cause a vessel to
crack, which is why the clay is rinsed in water before
drying and pulverizing it.
1

·

Basketry:

'

The Shucurú, both men and women, make wickerwork
baskets called balaios in Portuguese. The materials · used
are cipó de cesto (Melloa populifolia Bur.), unha de gato
(Acacia paniculata Willd.), and cipó amarra-cachorro (Cydista aequinoctialis Mier.). These baskets -do not differ in
appearance from those made by Neo-Brazilians and sold in
local markets or feiras.
Women weave objects of catolé or ouricurí palm fronds,
such as hats, market-bags, sleeping mats and the like. Men
also engage in weaving hats. The technique appears to be
twilling with a six-strand weave. Dusters (espanadores) are
f ashioned of caroá fibres doubled over and bound together by
plaiting around the doubled-over section, the grip, with
strips of catolé fronds; the other ends fall free. The Fulniô
Indians make similar objects, except that they employ ouricurí palm fronds and agave fibres, and their work is superior
in quality. The basic design for these dusters is the· sarne
for both tribes and in. appearance the objects Iook very
much like similar artifacts from· Dahomey. Quite posi:;ibly
the art was acquired by the Indians from escaped Negro
slaves living in small settlements in the sertão.
The desoendants of the Indians of almost every group
encountered also used large wooden mortars, the pedestal
of which is set in the hard-packed earth of the dwelling or
out ip. the yard. The pestl e is long and doubleheaded; the
1
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grip is at midpoint. It is not certain that this trait was
introduced by Negroes; such wooden mortars are common
in eastern South America, ranging northward through the
Caribbean area and even into the United States. How-ever,
archeologically we note the presence of stone for the grinding complex, as already indicated.
Weaving,:
.

In th-e early nineteenth century Aires de Casal reported
that the Shucur-ú women spun cotton and wove it into
fabrics; whether or not cotton was planted in pre-contact
times is not known, and the cited author noted only that
living amongst the Shucurú were " a few whites and mestiços who cultivated cotton and common crops"; perhaps
the Shucurú obtained cotton from these interlopers. 50
Netting:
\

Formerly, the Shucurú made carryint~ bags of caroá
fibres by a netting technique; nowadays the sarne objects
are of cotton cording and essentially by the sarne technique;
they are called in Portuguese embornal or aíô. The Huamué
Indians of Serra dos Umã and the Pacará Indians of Serras
da Cacaría and Arapuá in Pernambuco ,still make carrying
bags of caroá fibres by a netting technique; some of them
are quite large.
·
'.

SOCIAL ORGANIZATION
Sibs and M oieties :

Among the Shucurú there are what appear to be the
vestiges of a patrilineal clan system; these units in que~tion
are only four in ·number, _geographically located, and
oriented according to the cardinal points.
These "clans" are named japitú, tikiçá, pEtEguEré, and
káu. The meanings of the names could not be ascertained.
Apparently there are no àssociated clan animals; at least
there are no próhibitions on the ·eating of certain animals,
birds and fishes for any m·o dern Shucurú no matter which
of the four "clans" _h e belongs to. Only the vaguest of
notions were held by informants in regard to these social
units, and it is apparen_t tbat little more than their names
persist as of thé present time.
l'il) .

.A.irea de Casal, op.
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It is possible that at one time these suppositious clans
were exogamous, since a few informants hesitantly expressed the opinion that formerly a member of one "clan"
"Could not marry a fellow-member of the opposite sex. Be
that as it may, it is quite clear that today at least the rule
of exogamy no longer persists, as could be easily established
·by r·ecording genealogies and then cross-checking related
jndividuals against their "clan" affiliation. These social
units were supposed to have been patrilineal, artd r esidence
after marriage was patrilocal; the Shucurú still· tend to be
-patrilocal.
Informants recalled that each "clan" was nominally
in charge of certain regalia, songs, and ceremonial functions
and objects. To a degree this is true even today, except that
these functions are now associated with t errestrial representatives called "mestres" (masters) of supernatural beings
or spirits known as "encantados" (enchanted ones). What
is involved here is religious syncretism with Negro fetich'istic cults, a sort of African-Brazilian Indian spiritual
convergence reflected in cultism known variously as catimbó, macumba, and pagelança (in the Amazcn region).
This subject will be discussed more fully under Religion.
In additio.n to retention of these four supposititious
clans, the Shucurú tribe is further divided into what appear
to be vestigial moieties. The two divisions are called Sun,
oriented to the east, and Moon, oriented to the west; no
native terms designating them were recorded. Nowadays
at least, the units are agamous; whether or not they once
<!ontrolled marriage could not be established.
The pajé (shaman) is associated with the Sun, and the
chief with the Moon. Properties associated with the Sun
are h eat, drought, sickness, and war; associated with the
Moon are water, thunder, abundance of food, and health.
Thus there is a dualism, good as opposed to evil, although
the Shucurú do not now possess any relevant myths in
regard to the concept. Perhaps these once existed, but have
disappeared because of çultural disintegration.
Informants declared that the Sun moiety is "controlled"
by japitú clan, which is oriented to the ·east to begin \vith,
and that Moon moiety is "controlled" by pEtEguEré clan,
similar ly oriented to the west. The Shucurú refer to their
clans as "frações" (fractions) and to the moieties as "lados"
(sides), thus: "lado do sol" (Sun moiety) and "lado da lua"
(Moon moiety).
Apparently, there were cnce reciproca! obligations and
functions of opposing clans as organized within the two
moieties on ceremonial occasions, and even today the Sun

•
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and Moon divisions operate in opposition to each other.
Only certain "mestres", "because of their particular clan
and moiety affiliation, may enter into contact with specüic
"encantados" by falling into a trance. While in this condition they call upon t:Pe "encantados" to make their presence known so that the "mestres" may utilize the supernatural powers and advice of these spirits. Also, certain
"mestres" are habitually associated with specific songs and
dances. True enough, this situation may be due to the
adoption by the Shucurú of religious or cultist elements
alien to their ancient culture, but it is noteworthy that
even so such ,individuais and their functions are associated
with specific clans and with one of the two moieties, an
· association which seems to be characteristic of an older,
aboriginal pattern.
The various "mestres" loom so large nowadays as to
overshadow the chief and the pajé. This is less true for the
latter since the pajé happens to be an important "mestre"
himself. Theoretically, the chief, who is associated with the
Moon moiety, should be a member of the controllíng clan
for that half of the tribe; similarly, the pajé, associated
with the Sun, should be a member of the controlling clan
for that moiety. For example:
'

I.
ÜRIENTATI()N

Mo1ETT

"MESTRES" · Assoc1ATE0·

CoNTROLLING

CLAN
1

Sun

east

Moon

west

•

japitú

Amarelinha
Manacá

- pEtEguEré

'·

· pajé
chief

II.
CLAN

ÜRIENTATJON

LOCATION

japitú

east

Canabrava, Pedra d'Agua
Panema
Cimbres, Serra Velha
Serra do Acai

pEtEguErê

south
west

káu

north

tikiçá

"MESTRES"

Amarelinha
'

Jucá, Gaita
Manacá
Jandué
~J

,

III.·
·1

SUN MOIBTY

japitá

tikiçá

MooN MoIETY

pEtEguEré

káu

;
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Information in regard to the vestiges of what appear ·
to be a moiety and a · patrilineal clan system among the ·
Shucurú is tantalizingly insufficient and unsatisfactory..
'I'his is in viyid contrast to th.e Fulniô, from wpom detailed ·
information was obtained about their almost certainly true
moi-ety organization, including patrilineal clans still largely
exogamous. These loom importantly in Fulniô social life,
controlling ceremonial and religious activities to an impressive.
degree. The origin of clans and moieties is explained in the
lengthy Fulniô Crea tion Myth, which was recorded in text.
It is doubtful that the Shucurú merely copied the Fulniô
social organization since there are significant differences
between the two groups. If this was a case of borrowing"
we should expect to find the Shucurú system a mere pallid
reflection of that of the Fulniô; however, this is not the
case. Apparently, the Shucurú have retained only the
vaguest remembrance of their own once functioning clan
and moiety organization; perhaps a contributing factor to
this degeneration was the loss of their pative language and
their indiscriminate association and intermarriage with nonIndians. It is significant that the Fulniô speak their o\Vn
native tongue in prefer.ence to Portuguese, being unique in
this respect among the tribes surveyed, and that amcng all
these groups they possess the strongest and best preserved
clan and moiety organization. Furthermore, the Fulniô
constitute a closed societ,y as opposed to adult whites and
Negrces in so far as esoteric matters are concerned. While
the offspring cf mixed Fulniô and non-Indian unions may
be fully accepted into the tribe, the non-Indian parent
learns nothing of esoteric matters and the children in
question are prohibited from revealing any such information
to the non-Fulniô parent. Because of this policy the Fulniô
have been far more successful than other local Indian groups
in the rejecticn of alien influence, particularly in regard to
Afro-Brazilian religious cul tism. Obviously, there is some,
but it i:s at a minimum so far as could be determined.
Although ostensibly each Shucurú belongs to whatappears to be the surviving form of a clan, so that theoretically therefore a member of one such unit is obliged to
regard a fellow-member -of his own generation as a classificatory brother, such is nõt the case in· actual practice,
although a tendency towards such a feeling exists. In daily-:
life the Shucurú are very individualistic; they do not cooperate with one another economically and get togethei: for
social functions and c_eremonies only infrequently.
The people of any one sitio regard . themselves as
constituting the most important Shucurú settlement, despite
Biblioteca Digital Curt Nimuendajú - Coleção Nicolai
www.etnolinguistica.org
/
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tne fact tl1at resiâents of severaf düf€reht sitios might
belong to t he sarne "clann. Frcm .informants' accounts lt
.seems that in former years feuds were common and that
blood-reven ge \Vas thoe r11lr-: vi n geance v:a.s ll:p to t11 ~ dead
person s male relatives, or if he had· none of adult age~ his
çlan brothers were required· to avenge him. Informants did
not know whether or not _.t. he practice of 'Weregild existed in
aboriginal times.
7

Chief and Pajé:

1 .•••

'

.-.

. ..,

The nominal chief today is an old man .named João
Filome;na, who was porn ,i_n the _"serra, ~e Jitô " (see page
108), but Iater Iived in .Serr·a Tiagó. At last report he was
living in th.e Serra do .Porção, a rangfei of hills to the north
·of Cimbres and visible from 'that town. Apparently the chief ·
is of little ·importance nowadays, even though he .,.is honored
by that titlé, and no one:sees him for months Qh end in the
pripcipal Shucurú séttlements. As already stated, in modern
"
times the ''mestres" are superseding the chief in importart~e
and this would hold as weil for the pajé if he were . not in
his own rigbt an important "mestre" and Consequently
v.ery much in evidence at any ceremonial gathering.
ln aboriginal .times thê~ chiéf had 1mportance as a war
· leader, and in .times of peace acted as a senior member of
a counci! composed, of tl1e older men and the clan leaders.
Apparently the chieftainship was inherited. The chief was ·
permit-ted to have more than one wife. .
.
Thé person ;recognized by most Shucurú as the pajé
(they cal! him "pajé mestre") is, a man perhap-s in his sixties
named Francisco Rodrigues, àliás "Chico da Longe" aliás
"Chico da Mata". Hé is reputéd _to be, the' best flute player
and knows more songs than anyone else; for exampl.e, he
is the only person who knows · how to· play the. muslc for the .
"Da:nsa do Sett". He is"widely famou-s..as a healer, knowing
how to cure: victims of venomous snaké bite with tobacco
smoke blown over the ·sufferer's body from. a conical bakedclay pi~pe whiclÍ Jie will permit no one to handle. His tech- .
nique~ also inélude .suction of the victim's body~ the shaking of a special f gourd ratt1e, and 'the singing oi songs
known only to him., "Chico" has· a lively sens~ of · humour
. and is quite . dexterous at sleight-of-hand wi,th which he
' impresses his f ellow;s ..on occasion; lie o~ly laclçs · the power
of ventriloquism~ to make -him. a first rate shaman ~cceptal:;>le
anywhere. ~e solemnly attributes his strengtih, power, and
,,
health (despite an enotmous ·growth m his. groin) to the , .
~
fact that he has , ~always lived like a . true Indian, eaijng . ·. :\ ~:a
~
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frogs, lizards, and other vermin ", which is probably his
attempt to impress the ethnologist.
ln aboriginal times the pajé was in charge of the puberty
ceremonies of the young boys and girls. His main function
was to intercede for his people with the invisible spirits and
- forest demons by means of falling into a trance induced by
the smoking of strong tobacco and the ingestion of the
narcotic jurema preparation. Like the Fulniô, the Shucurú
practiced religious Iustrations. Both the pajé and tl1e chief
are called by titles of respect, taiOpo, or "grandfather".
Thi$ may be the vague remembrance of an old aboriginal
concept; for the historical Carirí, had in a myth about the
Demon of Thunder sending an old friend of his to earth;
this perso·nage, addressed by the Cariri as "grandfather",
was a culture hero and sent them tobacco. si
Regalia:
'

The dance costume consists of a short complete skirt
or kilt fashioned in recent times of inaize shucks secured to
a narrow belt twisted of the sarne mat.erial, which also
serves for wristlets, ank.lets and bands for the legs just
below the knees. Aboriginally these were made of catolé
palm fronds, and in the case of the limb ornaments, the
ends were frayed, as they still are today, even though now
made of different material. Nowadays only the headclress
(kreakúgo) is of catolé; formerly. it was made of bird
feathers, principally of the emu (Rhea americana). This·
great fowl has disappeared from Shucurú territory, but is
still found to the west; the Tushá of Bahia and the Pacará
of Pernambuco still make such emu feather headdresses.
ln Cimbres a headdress belonging to Luiz Romão· Jubego, a
Shucurú, was observed. It was fashioned cf emu feathers
measuring some eighteen inches in length sewn with cotton
thread to a common cardboard h€adband some f our inches
wide. The other Indians mentioned above make them in
quite a düferent manner , viz., a framework of palm fronds
is woven to fit the head and cver this is stretched a Iarge
section of skin, with feathers still attached, from the body
of the emu; when the skin dries on the framework ·· it
shrinks and the feathers stand erect. The Shucurú formerly
may have manufactured their headdresses in the sarne wáy;
severa! exa·mples of such r·e galia were collected.
The modern Shucurú headdress of catolé palm fronds.
has been modified because of this substitution in material.
•
51 . ' Lowie.
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Whereas the feathers wculd remain erect in such a headdress,.
when the ornaments are made of green palm fronds the
free ends tend ~o splay out and droop; hence, these ends
are gathered up, twisted together at th~ crown and tied;
the appearance of the modern headdress is thus quite
different from the ancient one. To secure it to the wearer's
head a chin strap of the sarne material is provided; tassels
hang from the temporal regicn of the headband, and 1n
order to provide color fresh flowers are a ttached. These
costumes are made afresh by men and boys on occ'asion of
~ach dance because, being made of palm fronds, they do
not last Iong, becorr.dng dry and brittle. The costun1e without
the headdress is called takó.
~
Musical Instruments:

/";

,
•

•
.,

.T he major musical instruments are bamboo flutes and
gourd rattles. The flute is made of taquara and varies
according to the nu1nber of finger holes and vent, but
usually has · five to six holes; these instruments are the
common pife or gaita. They are often decorated with incised
lin·es in geometric patterns. The mcuthpiece contains a plug
of 'vood cut to sl1a pe and. secured in place with wax obtained
from ·wild bees' nests. Tl1e taboca, or side-flute, is also used,
but apparently is not a native li.mer ícan Indian instrume.J?.t.
Ratles are invariably of cuitê gourd (Crescentia cuyete
L.), c·o ntaining small hard seeds of var ious kinds for
providing sound when a-g itated. One class of seed used is
called jitirana, the fruit of a clingíng member of the Convolvulaceae (I. bonanox?). The gourd is invariably aff~ed
to a short wooden handle with beeswax and cora lashing.
These rattles vary in size from quite small ones <two inches
in diameter) to large ones (five inches in diameter); the
exterior surface is decorated in geometric designs by punctation or incision. Crosses are a common motif, reflecting
Catholic influence. Occasionally small circlets of chicken
feathers, undyed, are attached to the tip of the wooden
rod which passes through the gourd, as an extensio.n ,of the
handle pro per.
In former times the Shucurú also made whistles of
armadillo tails, either c.f the kind known as peba (Euphactus
sexcinctus) or the ta tú verdadeiro (Dasypus novemcinctU:.S) •
/ The second, or middle, finger is repeatedly thrust into the
opening of such a whistle as it cs being blown soas to control
the notes. Whistles were also made of anteater claws, but
large anteaters ate now rare in the region, and the cl~ws
of the dwarf antea.ter_or tamánduá colete (Tamandua te-
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tradactyla palliata) are not considered sufficiently long for

.'

the purpose. The Fulniô, Pancararú, and Tushá, who live
much farther west, make- whistles of armadillo tails and
anteater claws even today, and severa! examples of each
were collected.
In addition to these items, the Shucurú have instrum-ents adopted from the local Neo-Brazilians: the , snaredrum or caixa, the bass drum or zabumba, and the ganzá,
a rattle instrument of West African origin.

,_,: :
:-;'(·'
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Dances:

'

The commonest dance is the toré, which is widespread
among the caboclcs of northeast Brazil. It is said to be
danced on occasion by Neo-Brazilians, but only Indians or
their descendants were observed performing it. Accordfng
to Pereira da Costa's Vocabulario Pernambucano, the term
toré refers also to a kind of flute of taquara made by the
Indians of Pernambuco.52
When danced in public the toré is more of a social
function for amusement than anything else. When it is
performed for ceremonial purposes, almost always 'kept
secret from the local Neo-Brazilians, the whole tenor of the
dance changes, and there are significant differences in
step and music. At such times ceremonial costum.es are
worn. For example, among the Fulniô the style of toré seen
by the townfolk of Aguas "Belas and even the employees-of
the local Indian post at the aldeia is quite unlike that
performed by these sarne Indians during their period cf
sacred ceremonies or ouricurí, held from early September
to late November of each year,
Only men and boys dance in a Shucurú toré. Each
dancer (kalisó) is decked out in the regalia described above.
The dancers carry short thick staffs of smoothed, and sometimes polished, tough wood which measure about four feet
in length and up to three inches in diameter. These staffs
are called djupágo and are made of pau ferro or jucá (Caesalpinia ferrea M.) or of catingueira (C. pyramidalis Tul.)
These staffs are held in the right hand and the lower ends
are struck rhythmically on the hard-packed ground of the
dance plaza as the participants move in unison. The relative
shortness of these staffs and the ·m.a nner in which they are
held result in the dancers moving about With the body
inclined to the front and slightly bent over from the hips. _
This dance staff may be a retention of an older aboriginal
52 .
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stamping tube, which the Shucurú no longer possess, if they
ever had it. Informants could shed no light on the matter.
I

The Shucurú toré is performed usually at night. The
prihcipa.l flautist is in charge, and at the Serra_de Ararobá
this man was known as "Mestre Bacuráo" (bacuráo·: a
nocturnal swallow, Caprimulgus sp.). He sçts the pace and
the tune which is taken up by other flautists and he may
álso sing fthe lines of the toré, if verses to the song exist.
The signal to begi.n the dance is given by "Mestre Bacuráo"" when the dancers are ready and the spectators are
quiet. The performers are arranged in a line and all face
the spectators. Upon a hand signal from the leader dancers '
and spectators alike raise a loud shout of "Viva nosso Tupã!
Viva nosso Tamaaí! Viva a nação Shucurú! ", whereupon
the dancers turn in line to form a column, step off on the
right foot and proceed to execute a monotonous sort of
marchin:g step, bringing down the right foot smartly as the
beat, and at the saro.e time pounding the earth with their
dance staffs.
The leader Bacuráo is at the head ·of the column, which
advances and then doubles b·a ck on itself in arder to reverse
the directicn of march; after ten or twelve such repeated
maneuvers the line reforms to describe a circle in which
the dancers have their shoulders together, heads inclined
forward, and· each dancer rhythmically pounding the ground
with his staff. The circle then opens at one poiht and the
column is resumed to continue the dance as before. Perhaps
a dozen or more such circles will be made, e~,ch following
a number of maneuvers of the column of dancers as heretofore described until the dancers halt for a rest. It is quite
monotonous to watch and may go on in-this fashion all night.

1

~

'

•

ln halting, Bacuráo makes a slow, deliberate turn and
increases the tempo of his music, whereupon the man immediately behind him turns about to face the other dancers
in the column, grasps his own staff with both hands, raising
it across his body at chest leve! and parallel to the ground,
at which instant the music abruptly ceases on a high note
an.d the dancers halt. The dancers and spectators then shout
aloud as they did at the start of the dance. The man holding
the staff across his body approaches any special guest who
happens to be present, and the latter is supposed to grasp
this staff with his hands, thus expressing his thanks fcr
the dance. No gifts are actually required from a guest so
honored, but are not amiss if offered, which is usually the
case.
,

•
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During the toré the _dancers cry out at intervals in a
.g uttural voice and upon .occasion shrill in unison a very
high-pitched cry, "Yi-yi-yi-yi-yi!" They do not sing, however.
The slow marching step of the column of dancers is
called simbó or "dancing to the front"; the formation of
the circle is termed komõí or "mortar".
Two other dances are performed by the Shucurú, "tamborí"' and "se ti". The name of the f ormer is probably derived
from madeira tamboril (Enterolobium timbouva L.) , from
which · Shucurú bows are made, since bows figure in this
dance. As to the ''seti", informants denied that the name
had anything to do with the Portuguese word for seven
(sete), but were at loss to ~xplain the meaning. Quite likely
the name is a corruption of "sete" (seven) and has something to do with the magica! properties attributed to this
number in European folklore, elements of which can be
detected in Shucurú traditions and beliefs.
ln the "tambori" regalia identical with tha:t of the
costumed. toré dancers is worn except that instead of a
dance staff each of the twenty four male performers carries
a bow and one arrow. These men dance in two parallel
lines, two meters apart, dancing first to the north and then
to the south. There is a fire kindled between the two lines.
Individuals from first one line anã then the other cross
over in sequence until the positions of the dancers have
been reversed. This done, .each dancer then leans over and
places his bow and arrow in a crossed position on the ground
before him and all shout in unison, "Viva Tupã! " There is
no fire-walking during this dance, as is the case for the
"dansa do seti", to be described under Ceremonies.
Log Carryin..g:

Log carrying was formerly practiced upon occasion of
a f e~st, a ceremony, or even a wedding. ·_An In.d ian would
call his fellows, declaring "I wish to run. Let us go tog·e ther
to the fe_ast· (or wedding) of So-and sol" If the others were
agreeable they would then select a heavy log, lift it to their
shoulders and run with it along the trail, singing as they
ran, until they arrived at the place of celebration. Upon
arrival they ran about in a circle amongst the people, stlll
carrying the log, and then dropped it in front of the ho·u se
of the person offering the feast. He would have to feed
them since to be singled out thus by log-r'l:lnners was con~
sidered to be an honor. The men did not carry the log home,
but left.it there. No additional information could be obtained
on this subject. A now extinct ''Tapuya" tribe of this region,
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the · Tarairiú, was reported in t:qe b'eventeenth century to
have practiced log carrying, except that the practice was
required of a suitor in order to show his fitness for marriage. 53
,THE LIFE CYCLE
Marriage:

'

J

,.
•

.•

.

The modern Shucurú are nominally Catl,lolics, but they
have only a superficial knowledge of the faith. Some individuais marry in the church while others content themselves with a simple union which is recognized and accepted
by .t heir fellows. Because of the expense, few individuals
· take the trouble to undergo a civil inarriage ceremony. It
is said that in aboriginal times the paj é of the tribe was
concerned with effecting marital unions, but there are
conf1icting stories in regarà. to the procedure. One has it
that a deep b ole was dug in the ground and the bride then
lay at the bótton. The bridegroom tfien lowered himself on
top of the girl, whereupon several of the largest, heaviest
young men of the tribe clambered into the hole to rest on
top of the young couple. If the girl· did ·not cry out the
union was considered to be effected; the other version is
that when the young, girl groaned aloud the marriage was
made. The story is not very convincing either way. Prior
to this alleged ceremony the suitor made gifts to the
prcspective father-in-law, but as far as can be determined
there was no actual bride purchase or any services owed to
the father-in-law súbsequent to the marriage ceremony.
Go-betweens were not employed in arranging for a marriage.
After the ceremony, a feast was held and guests ate hugely
of game, fish, and wild vegetable products, as well as the
coveted honey. Residence subsequen·t e to marriage was patrilocal.
Birth :

The woman knows she is pregnant when her menses
stop and later because of morning sickness. The physiological cause of pregnancy is understood by present-day
Shucurú. The· woman often gives birth in a squatting
position, her buttocks resting on a block of wood; formerly
this was the common- manner . of giving birth.
' ln aboriginal times the woman habitually gave birth
alone, but nowadays it is more common to have the com~

53. Lowie, 1946b : 565.
\
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pany of a parteira or midwife. ln the case of giving birth
in the squatting position the midwife stands behind the
parturient to support her from the rear. The husband is
not present, and in f act makes himself scarce. The
umbilical cord used to be cut with a knüe made of a sharpedged section of taquara; the cut was made "four fingers "
·d istant from the belly and the stump was then tied with.
a slender length of vine or cipó . . Wood ashes were sprinkled
over the raw end of the cord stump. Nowadays an ordinary
,p air of scissors is used to, sever the umbilical cord and the.
stump is bandaged with a cloth. The newborn infant is
carelessly wrapped in cloths and as often as not simply
laid o·n the dirt flcor in arder to get it out of the way while
the midwife busies herself with the parturient; because of
superstition that the birth is not "complete " before the
placenta is expelled the infant masr lay quite ignored on the filthy floor until that event takes place; because the mother
is supposedly in great danger at this time more attention is
paid to her . Actually, however, the infant runs the greater'
risk, and as a result of such casual handling many infants
die of what is known locally as the "Seven-day Fever" (or
"Nine-day Fever" ), - actually t etanus . Infant tnortality
from gastro-intestinal -infections is also very high in the
northeast, and not only among Indians; gastro-enteritis
and the dysenteries, bacillary and amoebic, take a heavy
toll of young children throughout the interior sertão.
! ,

•

According to informants both inother and child were
.given a sip of cauím; nowadays this refers to a concoction
of caxaça mixed with honey; it is also offer ed to visitors who
come to see the newborn child. A sweet for est fruit known
Iocally as "o comum" (the common, the r egular), but unidentüied, was given to the post-parturient as a calm·a nt,
and she rested in bed fo:r three days after having given birth.
A few informants sneered at this statement l'y others, claiming that in the old days a woman wculd give birth alongside of the trail, cut ar bite the umbilical cord with her
teeth, clean out the mucous from the child's mouth with a
forefinger, and resume her duties. It was proudly claimed
by such conservative elements that "these were the real
Shucurú!"
Formerly the husband lay down on his bed or sleeping
mat after his wife had given birth and stayed there two to
three days without bêstirring himself. Bcth husband anci
wife obeyed ·dietary restrictions, the husband for three days,
the wife as long as a fortnight or longer, eating fio meat,
no fat, no peppers, and no salt substitutes-.
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The umbilical cord was saved after it had dried up and
fallen off; it was sometimes worn attached to a cord around
the child's neck until it desintegrated with the passage of
time. The placenta was buried neár a corner of the dwelling and stones piled orer it so as to prevent wild animais
from scratching it up.
No information was obtained in regard to naming ceremonies.
Life Crises:

1
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Disease and M edicin-e :
l

•

'
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Hardly any information was garnered on this subject.
The boys' and girls' puberty rites are no longer celebrated.
Formerly the pajé knocked out two central maxillary incisor
teeth of the young boys at their puberty rite, but this is the
extent of knowledge that informants could recall. Young
girls were scarified until the blood ran on their upper arms
and went into seclusion for a short period of time at the
onset of menstruation. No other data were available.
Disea-se was thought to be caused by intrusive objects
entering the body, usually due to sorcery, and also by "natural causes." A shaman was required to attend the sufferer in the first instance; by sleight-of-hand he removed
the instrusive pathogenic objects frpm the victim's body
after blowing tobacco smoke over him, sucking at the
afflicted spot, shaking his rattle and singing special songs.
Against illness from "natural causes", such as a cold, the
· individual dosed himself with herbal concoctions or in the
event of a stubborn case had to resort to an herbalist of
repute, or curandeiro . . Nowadays, like their Neo-Brazilian
neighbors, the Shucuri.í have much confidence in faith. healers or rezadores. Despite the intrusive Negro influence
in the jurema ceremony as now practiced, these Indians
still do not celebrate a jurema rite for curing purposes, as
is the case with the Afro-Brazilian cultists.
· An extensive pharmacopoeia of native plants exists
aniong the Shucurú, but most of the items emplcyed are
also known by the local Neo-BraziHans, who, nevertheless,
have great. faith in the Indian curandeiros and commonly
resort to them. This ability of the Shucurú was noted early
in the nineteenth century by Aires de Casal, who wrote:
"The Shucurú ha;_ve the repu.t ation of kncwing how to
concoct remedies Which cause one to lose his senses." 54
Perhaps this reference was to the jurema narcotic .
.

i'.-

54 .

Aires d e Casal. np. cit., p . 191.
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A Shucurú curandeiro who enjoys a wide reputation as
a successful herbalist- and has been called even to Recife
to cure stubborn cases allegedly given up for lost by medical
doctors, is Luiz Romão Jubego of Cimbres. On severaf
later occasions this man was encountered in Recife; and
upon inquiry he stated that h e had been working on a
"difficult case" in that city and was being paid very well
for his efforts. According to Luiz Romão, in the event of
a wnomous snake bite, he does not cut the wound open,
nor remove the v-enom by suction, but applies his own
charms, blowing tobacco smoke over the victim's body and
also using a certain plant called cipó paratudo (unid.).
This plant is crushed and put into a covered pot to boil
with a little water. The victim drinks this concoction two
or three times within the space of severa! hours' time and ·
then "he gets up and walks around, completely ~cured."
Beyond this nothing else is necessary. ln contrast to th~.s
practice, the Fulniô drink severa! sips of the milky sap of
a member of the Euphorbiacere, called pinhão (Jatropha
curcas L.), aóout which they have associated animal stories.
as a specific against bítes of venomous reptiles. However,
like the Shucurú curandeiro the Fulniô equivalents neither
incise the wound nor suck it.
.
A few of the many plants utilized by Luiz Romão
Jubego and .other Shucurú curandeiros may be. mentioned:
COMMÓN
NAME

alecrim

BINOMIAL

PuRPOS E

~LASSI,FI.é..\TION

•

Lavandulá vera
Rosmarinus offi- for hoarsene&s, difficult breathc inalis L.
ing and sever e coughing.

for intestinal colic; upset stomacb

alfazema
angelica do
mato
angico
arruda
barbatimão
batatinha do
campo
capeba
catingueira

Guettarda angelica Mart.
febrifuge ; abortifacient, and for
Piptadenia sp.
Ruta graveolens

L.

uterine difficulties 1n general.
anti-sp asmodi c:
vermifuge ; to induce sweating; to
protect against the Evil Eye.

Stry phnodendron
barbatiman 1\-f. for gonorrhea
Morrea aphylla

purgative

Piper
margina.tum Jac.q.
for liver ailments.
Cresalpinia pyramidalis Tui.

for coughs and lung · ailments

herva cidreira Melissa officinalis

'

sedative

•

,
•

"
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JUCa

jurubeba
manacá
mangerioba
menstruz
mulungú

Cresalpinia ferrea
M.
Solanum
paniculatu1n L.
Brunfelsia hoppeana Benth.
Cassia occidentalis L.
Chenopodium
ambrosoides
Erythrina mulungu M.
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hemostatic
liver ailments; upset stomach
for syphilis

for menstrual difficulties
vomitant; vermifuge
calmant for severe nervous disorders
f

A custom shared also by the Fulniô and Pancararú is
the "burning of disease." Among the Shucurú a sizeable
hole is dug and a fire built within. After the fire has died
down to a bed of hoi coais aromatic leaves are thrown in,
as well as tobacco, and the men decked out in dance regalia
dance counterclockwise around the hole in order to halt the
spread of the disease. This rite is especially resorted to in
the case of infectious diseases such as measles, chickenpox
and the Iike. Epidemies are thought to be as.sociated with
eclipses of the sun. Nowadays instead of aromatic leaves,
common garlic (Allium sativum L.) is cften thrown into the
fire. Introduced from Europe, garlic is also used for other
purposes besides cooking in this region; for example, the
segments are often crushed and rubbed over a ·fainting
person's -wrists and forehead as a substitute \for smelling
salts. The nearest parallel to the "burning of disease" that
comes to mind for this region is that rep~rted for tne historie
Tupinambá; wounded people were stretched on a rack under
which a slow fire was lighted, and they remained there until
their wounds had dried. s~

..

~

Death and Burial:

If informants are to be believed, the Shucurú dead were
formerly buried directly in the earth in an extended dorsal
position. Orientation was generally east-west, the head
pointing toward the west, in the direction of the Land of
Dead. The grave was dug by relatives and the earth was
trampled down in layers by the assembled mourners' feet
until the surface was packed fírm, after which a cairn of
rocks was piled over the grave. Such cairns are also
common in the sertão around the ceremonial meeting place
of the Fulniô, who had a similar practice. Mourners and
me~bers of the deceãsed's family then washed their bodies

..
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with water from a stream and purified themselves ·b y
burning aromatic leaves in an open fire and standing in
the drifting smoke, whieh was also wafted over the body
by scooping movements of the hands and arms. Female
relatives cropped their hai1 short all around the head.
The deceased was prepared for burial by relatives and
afterward the body was removed from the house, which
was then abandoned beca,use it was thought that the
deceased's spirit might be lurking about. Nowadays if a
Shucurú dies the house is not abandoned. The body.' is.
dressed in conventional garb in these times, usually in the
deceased's best dress or suit of clothes. If the person dtes
at some sitio distant from Cimbres the body is placed in
a hammcck which is lashed to a stout pole and this swaying
burden is caried suspended from the shoulders of · two men.
The mourners f ollow this procession on f oot to Cimbres where
interment in the cemetery commonly takes place, and
scme of them relieve the burden-carriers occasionally along
the trail. A horse laàén with food ánd drink, including
caxaça and bacalhau or dried codfish, considered a delicacy,
is led along with the procession. The mourners eat this
food along the way to the place of burial.
RELIGION

'

.

i

As noted earlier (see page 111) the present-day Shucurú
believe in Tupã, originally the Demon of Thunder, a s~
ccndary character in Tupinambá mythology. Due to missionary influence Tupã was promoted to the rank of the
Christian God, and another forest demon, Juruparí, ·became
equat_ed to the devil.
Shucurú informants say that formerly their ancestors
believed only in Tupã. When the weather was stormy, with
thunder, lightning and .rain, the Indians were afraid and
cLied out, "Tupã! The· heavens will fali to earth and crush
us all!" and they begged him to send the storm away. While
this stcty is in the tradition of Tupã, the Demon of Thunder,
we cannot accept as true merely from informants' statements that their ancestors worshipped only Tupã; th~
claim smacks of missionary tradition.
It is curious that ~ the Shucurú refer to their patron
saint, N. s. da Montanha, as Tamaai or affectionately . a.s
Tamainha. As suggestep before, the name appears to be
a variation of Tamoí or the Mythical Grandfather of the
Tupinambá. It may also be noted that the Shucurú call
their pajé anel chief by a. title of respect, taiópo, wh_ic}l
means grandfather. Apparently other peoples besides the

•
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Tupí-speaking tribes had traditions of a culture hero or
deity addressed as ·g randfather; for example, the historie
Carirí had a legend which described To·u ppart (cf. Tupã)
sending an old friend to earth, who was a sort of culture
hero to the Carirí, wr10 audressed l:1im as g~tandfather; this
personage furnished the Carirí with tobacco.5 6
That the. Shucurú refer to N. S. da Montanha as Tamaaí,
a version of Tamoí or Mythical Grandfather, is probably due
to confusion resulting· irom th1er cultura! dlsintegTat.ion,
since it is an obvious anomaly to reter to the Virgin Mary
as '~grandfather"; yet. the confusion is not realized by the
Shuéurú, who no 1onger know to whom the name 'l'amoí
refers or what it signifies.
What Shucurú religious belief was like in aboriginal
times is not clear. Presumably they were not unlike their
neighbors, believing in several classes of supernatural beings,
for example, individualized spirits which were generally
malevolent, i.e., demons such as Caapora, Juruparí, Tupá
and the like; and the more numerous but also more impersonal ghosts. Shucurú belief today represents a curious
syncretism of their own traditional beliefs, with Catholicism and Negro fetiêhistic cultism.
The first Negro slaves arriving in Brazil brought with
them their own native beliefs. With Christianization many
qatholic saints became identified by these Negroes with
their own African gods, as demonstrated by Herskovits for
Haiti and Ramos íor Brazil. 5 7 Not only d1d there develop
religious syncretism f;rom Catholicism and African cults, as
reflected in catimbó and macumba, but elements from Brazilian lndia11 mythology were taken over by the Negroes,
resulting in a sort of three-way religíous syncretism.
The process did not stop there but is still growing; such
composite beliefs, · including mythological elements from
Tupian tradition, were passed on to certain Indian groups,
inc1uding the Shucurú, by Negroes who had begun to live
among them; in time the Indians began to regard such
introduced elements as their own, and soon even the Negroes
living with such surviving Indian groups carne to believe
this true, despi.te the obvious fact that some of these
elements are of ultimate African crigin. The situation
becomes even more obscure when it is realized that some
of these surviving Indian groups in the northeastern sertão
are now engaged in passing on to the local Neo-Brazilians
their so-called "Indian" rites and beliefs!
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Catimbó and macumba today are points of African and
Brazilian Indian spiritual convergence. There are many
points of contact and there is mutual copying, apparently
for similar purposes. Not only do these cults deal with the
introduction of figures from Indian mythology of largely
Tupian tradition into Negro practices of fetichism, but in
addition elements of European folklore and Catholic ritual
are present.
•
An essential part of catímbó consists in the apparitions
of "santos" or "encantados", often of Tupian origin. These
are supposed to represent the spirits of Indian great men
or heroes, abbut whom there are songs, and other beings
which were forest spirits or demons of the Indians, such as
- to name only a few - Caapora (Curupir.a?), Juruparí,
Manicoré, Mussurana, and a f emale Iracerna.
These spirits are called variously "santos", "encantados", and "mestres"; while many of them are of Indian
origin, the majority seem to be African, but there are even
a few white "mestres". Most Qf these "mestres" are men,
but there are a few women. These invisiblc "mestres" ma-nifest themselves by incorporating their entities in the bodies
of a terrestrial "mestre" Of medium; this is effected by means
of a trance apparently induced by self-hypnosis of the
medium and by· the use of narcotics. The spirit "mestres"
of such cults are often famous for their curing properties
which they implement through intervention of the mediums.
ln order to avoid confusion, these super'n atural "mestres",
which are addressed as such, viz., Mestre Manacá, Mestre
Xanduré, and the like, .will be referred to here as "encantados", and the mediums will be called "mestres".
An essential feature of catimbó is the mesa or table, or
the opening of a session where the "encantados" make theit
presence felt. Involved here is the drinking of the narcotic
jurema, often passed in cups or gourds around the circle
of participants. There is much smoking of strcng coar.se
tobacco in pipes and the "encantados" are called upon by
the singing of songs and adjurations to make their presence
known and advise the faithful. The jurema decoction was
taken over from the Indians by the Negroes, who modified
its use to suit their own purposes.
The present-day Shucurú also have their "mestres" and
"encantados"; the former are JI'eferred to by the more
conventional Neo-Brazilians of the locality as macumbeiros, .
or catimbozeiros; since their activities are viewed with deep .
suspicion by the po1ice the Shucurú are obliged to hold their ·
sessions in secrecy. Apparently the police suspect the
Shucurú who engage ~n such activities as being maconha
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(Cannabis indica) addicts.

'

'
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Because of this unsympathetic
attitude of local officialdom it is impossible for the Shucurú
to ~hold any lengthy period of ceremonies, whereas the Fulniô
equivalent, called "ouricuri", lasts three months out of
every year. This period of ceremony is not only tolerated ·
by the government through its agency, the Serviço de Proteção aos Indios, but is protected as well.
It is noteworthy that the Shucurú descendants assign
not only their "mestres" but their "encantados" as well to
çne or the othef moiety, Sun cr l\tioon; it could not be
established whether all these "encantados" and "mestres,,
were similarly assigned to the four clans, except for the
four "mestres" designated as controlling the four clans (see
page 125).
Information varied greatly as to the organization of the
supernatural "encantados'', but apparently the basic unit
of the supernatural world is the "aldeia". Some informants
declared that there were twenty-five "aldeias" and that all
the "encantados" were obliged to visit each one in turn;
thus the "encantados" of each supernatural "aldeia" were
known to every other "aldeia", and through their terrestrial
manifestations by way of the mediums, every Indian group
in Pernambuco knows of the "encantados" of all the other
tribes. This a ppears to be the case since among the tribes
surveyed it became apparent that the Pancararú, Shocó,
Tushá, r and to a lesser degree, the F~.lniô, were familiar at
least with a number of "encantados" subscribed ~ by- the
Shucurú.
'
There are different accounts of the organization of the
supernatural world. For example, some informants stated
that each supernatural "aldeia" had three "encantados",
and that twelve such "aldeias" composed an "estado" (state).
If this is the case, then there would be thirty-six "encantados" instead of twenty-five, as in the other version. ln a
supernatural "estado" there are cities,_ rivers, mountáin
ranges and so forth, just as on earth. These "estados"
compose a "reino" (kingdom), but confusion exists as to the
number of "estados'' required to form a "reino".
According to one version, there are five ".reinos" ca11ed
"Onça" (Jaguar), "Vajucá" (Anjucá? == a woody · shrub
resembling the juremeira), "Canindé" (a macaw, Ara ararauría), "Urubá" (a female buzzard, Cathartes urubu), and
"Juremal" (from jurema?). Another story has it th·a t there
are seven "reinos", the additional two being "Tanema" (ruled
over by a queen, Iracema), and "Fundo do ·Mar" or "Mar
Sagrado".
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The following is an incornplete list of Shucu:r;ú "mes-tres ", all rnen, and arranged according to. claimed moiety
affiliation:
Sun Moiety:

Mestre Zé (José) PereiTa
Mestre Mané (Manoel) Antonio
Mestre Mané Ignacio, also called Mestre do Tamborim.58
Mestre J ó Caboclinho, also called Mestre de Guia.59
Mestre André Crisé.60
Mestre da Amarelinha
'

M oon M oiety:

Mestre Anjucá
Mestre Jurema
Mestre Cafófo. 61

'

Mestre Jacó, also called Mestre Bacuráo. 6 2

,

Mestre Rornãozinho, also called Mestre de Preáca.63
Women "mestres" are rare, but the Shucurú have two:
Mestre 'J oana Pereira, also known as Mestre Xanduré, and
Mestre Dondonzinha. The first is affiliated with the Sun,
the second with the Moon moiety. The terrestrial equivalent
of the ~'encantado" called Xanduré possesses a flute (gaita)
which no one else may touch; she lies prone on the ground
in order to play this and to smoke her conical baked-clay
tobacco pipe. The terrestrial "mestre" of the "encantado"
called Dondonzinha owns the song entitled "Minha Dondonzinha", known and sung by Indian descendants of almost
every group visited in the region. This "encantado" was
supposed to have been originally a female warrior, according
to Shucurú informants;. her terrestrial -counterpart wears a
red bandanna wrapped around her head as a badge of office
and has a special tobacco pouch slung at her side.
58. Supposed t.o ha.ve h een originally a N egro.
59. H ís terrestria l equivalent lives in t he Serra de Sabiá, n ear Can a brava.
60. This "encanta do" was originally an old 1nan, now dead,_ from Cana.·
br ava; he served in the Para guayan W a r of 1865-1870.
61 . This "encanta.do" pr otects the Shucurú who live at the nor thern foot
ot the Serra d e Ara robá ; ca fófo refers to a \vild edible tuber (see page 29) .
62. The terrest r la l equivalent of this "encanta do" controls t he t or é dance;
b acurá.o refers to a n octurnal swallow (Ca:primultus sp.) .
63. Preáca. r efers to a sor t of sling utllized for casting of st on es .
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The first verse -of the Dondonzinha song as sung by the
Shucurú runs as follows:

•

"Mínha Dondonzinha,
De onde vem?
Eu venho das ondas do mar sagrado,
E u venho com Deus e Virgem Maria,
Heia, heia, 11e
Nahena, hena, he
Heia, h eia, nahena, h e !"
,

r

\

Often sung by -the Tushá and Pacará Indians, who
also know "Minha Dondonzinha", is a similar song:
"Don a J andaiha,
Das ondas do mar,
Heia, heia, heio, ah
Hei a, heia, heio, ah
Quero que m e dê licença
Levantar a nossa tribu,
Heia, h eia, h eio, ah
Hei a, heia, h eio, ah
Ai, nahena, haino, boa
Ai, nahena, haino, b oa !"

These two songs may be compared with two songs cited
by Arthur Ramos:64
,
J

"Rainh4 do. Mar
Oh! Sereia do mar
Sereia, sereia
Oh! Sereia do mar.

-

Viva a mãe .1 d'agu a
Viva a sereia
Viva os caboclos da aldeia
Don a J an ayna me dê licen ça
P 'r a b rincar n o vosso r einado!"

" :B vem, ê vem
A rainha do mar
Vamos salvar
O' Calunga.
A rainha do mar !"

-·
,

Ramos explains that Calunga is a Ban.tu word, some
meanings of which are death, the personification of death in
the form of the King of the Underworld (Kalunga-ngombe),
and the ocean. According to the sarne investigator, the
concept of the African mother-Goddes, Yêrrranjá, after her
introduction to Brazil by Negro slaves, became transformed
into "Sereia do Mar", "Rainha do Mar", and "Dona Janay·
64.

Ra.nios, 1940-I : 161-16:;:.
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na", and through :religious syncretism became further identified with the Angolan "Kalunga. " 65 Through further
religious syncretism the African Yêmanj'á ~eemingly becamê
equated to the Brazilia.n Indian concept · of mãe d'agua
(water-goddess), called Yara. Dondonzinha is probably
the sarne as "Sereia do Mar", "Rainha do 1vlar", cr "Dona
Janaina" (Jandainha), and ali of these variant names
seemingly refer to the water-goddess or mãe d'agua, firmly
believed in by the Indian descendants of the tribes surveyed.
The Shucurú "encantado" known as Mestre Jó Caboclinho may be the sarne as "Caboquinho", by which term
the forest demon Caapora (Caipora; Curupira?) is often
known in the northeast. He is represented in present-day
folklore as having an enormous head with only one eye;
often stcps unwrury travelers in order to ask for fire; and
he is distinctly ill-disposed toward mankind. Arthur Ramos
gives a song in reference to this "encantado" :66
"Eu sou caboclinho
Eu só visto penna
Eu só vim em terra
Para beber jurema,
Para beber jurema,
Para beber jurema !"

•

The jilrema rite: classic version:

Every tribe encountered during the ethnographic survey
possessed some form or other of the old aboriginal jurema
ceremony. Appairently the Fulniô retain the mcst traditional form of thi~ rite, that is, the simplest, and following
them, the Pancararú, who also have an unadorned version
of this evidently ancient rite. "The other Indian groups
investigated have adopted many alien elements, a result of
contact with fetichistic cults of African origin and the
introducticn of certain Christian elements.
The late Curt Nimuendajú visited survivors of the Camurú CaiTirí at the Paraguaçú Reservation between the
Rios Caxoeira and Pardo in 1927; his account of the jurema
ceremony of these Indians in a manuscript of 1938 has b.e en
cited by Lowie. 67 An old master of . ceremonies, who
possessed a rattle decorated with a feather mcsaic, served
a bowl of jurema decoction to the participants, who because
of the narcotic would see visions of the spirit land. They
would S€e the souls of the dead jorneying to their destination
and ~isc ' the Thunderbird which would shoot lightning f'fom
65 .
66.
67.

•

)
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a tuft on its head and produce thunderclaps by running
about.
Essentially, the jurema 'rite has a8 its purpose the int ervention of tl1e pajé fo: t~s people with the sP.per;'"' :i.:-..iral
beings of the spirit world. Only the pajé fell into a trance,
induced by the constant smoking of strong. tobacco, the.
absorption cf a stupefying drink, the narcotic jurema, and
perhaps aided by self-hypnosis. Whether a preparation of
paricá (Piptadenia sp.) was actually snuffed by the shamans
of the groups surveyed could not be determined; at least
they do not take such snuff nowadays.
An adjunct to this procedure was the constant shaking
of a gourd rattle, often painted with red tauá (hematite),
whose rhythmic scund, aided by the ingestion of narcotics,
.was necessary for inducing the desired trance. Although
the rattle was essentially an instrument for marking rhythm,
in a sense it was also an intermediary between the pajé and
the supernatural beings, whose materialization was not
recognized by the Indians in question. The Fulniô have a
sacred rattle fashloned of certain large nut-husks, each
secured by a cord to a cord-wrapped wooden handle; the
handling of such a rattle by the rank-and-:file is prohibited;
needless to say, it is never in evidence at public toré dances
so that the casual observer might ãssume that the Fulniô
have only the common gourd rattles.
The true jurema rite did not involve the representation
of idols or images: alcoholic beverages; lighted candles, the
calling upon Jesus Christ, the Virgin Mary, and a host of
Catholic saints; the speaking by participants other than the
shaman with spirits of lortg-dead individuals; the singing
of religious songs; the presence of women; or the fa~Iing into
a trance by anyone but the pajé himself~ All or some of
these"alien elements are present today in the rite as practiced
among the majority of the groups visited, these- traits reflecting the influence of both Negro fetichism and Catholicism.
The traditional Indian version, as well as it can be reconstructed, also differs from the version which reflects
Negro and European influence in not being primarily performed for curing. The function of curing often rested in
the hands of the pajé, who used techniques such as suction,
blowing of tobacco _smoke over . the sufferer's body, and
sleight of hand. , While .it is not unlikely that, upon
occasion, the pajé would have recourse to the Spirit of Jurema, and even fali into a trance, while treatirig a difficult
case of illness, such actions would be primarily for obtaining
. insight as to the nature of the disease and means for

'
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combating it. Howe~r, the curing of disease 'J)er se was
not an integral part of thc aboriginal jurema rite, and sueh
.a . ceremony was not held in order to return a person t'o
health. '
Among the Shucurú descendants-there is much evidence
of such alien influences referred to above. Eliminating these,
we can obtain a view of what the basic ceremony is like.
. It is the pajé who decides that such a ceremony is
necessary or desirable, because of sickness in the tribe
(information is wanted as to why the sickness exists and
also the way to combat it), d!rought, the disappearance of
game, the threat of war, and recently, economic difficulties
and poor .r elations with Neo-Brazilian neigl1bors.
When the pajé decides on the ceremony, he informs his.
fellows to that effect and announces that he is "going away
for a while", .whereupon he goes off by himself tp seek a
juremeira, either the "white" (Acacia jurema Mart.) or the
"black" (Mimosa nigra Hub.), depending on tribal preferences. Both kinds are considered equally efficacious by
the Shucurú, whereas the Fulniô prefer the "black" (jurema preta).
Once the tree is selected, the pajé sits before it and
smokes strong coarse tobacco in a bâked-clay pipe or in a ...
pipe of jurema wood, while he meditates. The pipe is then
reversed in the pajé's mouth so that the stem.:efi.d points
outward, and he carefully blows the sacred tobacco smoke
through the stem-end of the pipe over the base of the trunk
of the juremeira. This done, the pajé slowly digs with a .
sharpened stick and his fingers in the earth around the tree
trun.k until he uncovers a lateral root extending from the
taproot. This lateral root must always point to the north.
A section measuring perhaps twelve to fourteen inches is
hacked off with a facão (bush-knife) and the hole is carefully filled in again with earth, whicll is smoothed over s·o ·
as to conceal any signs of disturbance. The root section is
then bro.ught back to the aldeia by the pajé, who shows it
to no one prior to the ceremcny.
Usually the jurema ceremony is held at night. How,ever,
photographs were obtained of the rite as held among the
Pancararú and Tushá Indians, who were prevailed upon to
hold it in the daytime for the purpose of making possible
a pictorial r~cord of the procedure. ln former times only
·grown men could attend, and of them not everyone was
permitted to do so, the pajé determining who should participate. Nowadays women and even adolescents are often
pres~nt.
·
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A small -·fire is bÚilt in an isolated clearing away from
the aldeia ànd the participants la)eel in .a circle· to_ one side of
this íire. ·which is for the purpose of lighting the topaéco
pii}es. Weapons are Iaid aside at the .edge of the clearing,
because perfect peace must pr.evail; men strip to the waist
Jtn:d roll u p the t:rGuser cuffs to above the knees, but women
. ~da· ~ot similarly expGse themselves; at :tnost they will remove
the biouse -a nd tie á bandanna .about their breasts so as to
conceal them modestly~ Anciently, the men stripped· completely nude.
,
.
.
The pajé turns over the section of jurema. root ·to two
- male assistants, who carefully cut atid peel the bark flrom
the root, after which thé ·bark is placed on a large flat stone
·- for careful and slow pounding witll, a smo·o th cobble "so· as
~not to bruise it". The Spirit of Jurema dwells within the
bark -and must not be óffended by rough or crude treatment.
~ · Once pounded and fràyed bet_
ween the fíngers into a pulp,
· the crushed bark is jnserted into a large gourd-half or -a
clay, bowl · contaíning water from a stream. Th~ pulped
bark is gently ~queezed by . hand until the sap exudes,
transforming the clear water into a deep-red liquid. on the
surface of which -floats a foamy white scum. This saponaceous ·spunie is carefully removed by scooping _motions of
the hand and the remaining lurid liquid in its container is
·carefully conveyed by one of the men to the pajé, who places
it reverently on. a crude mat lying before him, which
· cqnsists simply qf ·severa! fronds of catolé or ouricurí palm.
The t:wo assistants resume their places in the expectant
· circle; "One of ·them may get up fro:!ll time to time to attend
the fire an·d light· charged tobacco pipes h.a nded to him for
tliis purpose by the other participants.
Each person has a tobacco pipe of his own, made of
· baked-clay or carved firom jurema root; the commonest shape,
is conical, but ~lbow-pipes and even platform-pipes are not
unknown. Some are quite large; ~p- to eight inches ;:;i n
length and as much as two and a half inches at maximum
diameter. Some of them are sutface archoological specimens,
reused by ~he present-day Indians.
__
ln addition there are extra pípes, which are filled with
tob~cco and rest on their mouth~ends in .a vertical position ·
in the c·e nter of , the circle of- participants; here also are
- sma11 he~ps of coarse ,black tobacco, cut from a ·twist and
rubbed intó- small sh.reds._ Smoking goes on constantly, ang
the smokers are . obliged to expectorate eopiously owing to
salivation induced by the rapid and heavy smoking. Pipes ..
are passéd froni hand to, hand while -alight around the ,çircle
.o f participar>tts,· but it is .not consjde.r ed g~od form to wipe
1
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off the mouthpiece before inserting it in óne's own mouth.
Because of the conical shape of the majority of tlie pipes, one
must hold such a pipe vertically in th€ ailr, tilting the head
back while smoking so as to prevent the glowing 2mbers
from escaping.
After the pipes have gone the rounds severa! timcs, the
pajé bows his head over the container holding the jurema
decoction and stares long and deeply into th~ sacred narcotic,
shaki~g his gourd rattle all the while.
The other parti~
cipants likewise shake their own rattles in accompaniment.
The pajé then reverses the tobacco pipe ln his mouth so
that the stem-end points outward; he puffs vigorously so
that a cloud of dense white smoke emerges ~rom the mouthpiece. Then he leans forward from his cross-legged seated
position (everyone present is seated either in this fashion,
or kneeling) and blows smoke carefully over the entire
surface of the jurema liquid, his fellow participants shaking
their rattles monotonously all the while and not uttering
a word. The oily tobacco smoke clings to the surface of
the liquid and an opaque film is the result.
This done, t~e pajé leans over again to stare earnestly
into the container of sacred ·narcotic. He then i,n vites each
of the participants to doso as well. If any individual cannot
see his face reflected in the opaque film covering the narcotic drink it is proof that he has committed some previous
sin, his soul is impure, and he must withdraw forthwith
from the ceremony. If he persists in r~maining and is so
· foolhardy as to drink the jurema after such a patent
warning he will suffer for it either mentally or physically,
or both; such punishment is not inflicted by any agency
employed by the pajé, but rather by the Spilrit of Jurema.
A sin might consist of alie told to a friend, a theft, adultery,
or even sexual intercourse held with one's own recognized
spouse within a period of time· three days prior to the ceremony. This at least seems to be retention of aboriginal
belief. Also, a person should not imbibe alcoholic beverages
before such a rite lest he will suffer excruciating pains in
the joints which appear suddenly and disappear equally
mysterously.
After each participant has stared in turn into the jurema,1 the pajé, smoking his pipe and shaking bis rattle
incessantly, again blows tobacco smoke over the bowl
cohtaining the narcotic, over the rattle in his right hand
(the pipe is in his left hand), and over his own body; each.
participant in turn blows over his own body and over that
of his neighbor; this is a forro ot purification. Still reta;in.ing hi8 rattle in the right hand and bis pipe in the
'
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left, the pajé then slowly lifts the jurema bowl three times
with both hands so that the rim is at' eye-level; he prays
inaudibly, and as he lowers the bowl for the third and last
time, drinks from the rim cf the co.n tainer.
After the pajé drinks he passes the bowl to the person
at his left, who also lifts the bowl three times and drinks;
thus the bowl is passed around the entire circle of participants and comes again to the pajé who~ replaces it on the
palm fronds; smoking of tobacco is then resumed with
vigor. When the bowl has been passed arou.n d the. circle
three times, the pajé -suddenly goes into a tranc·e; his body
is rigid, although continuous shudders pass through his
fr8ime; his eyes are open and the eyeballs irolled up and
back into the sockets, exposing the whites of the eyes; the
eyes eventually may be closed as the trance endures. All
~he while his right arm is moving mechanically, rhythmically, shaking the rattle which is firmly gripped i11 the hand;
his tobacco pipe is similarly clutched in the left hand, but
this remains motionless. 'l'he pajé ·may suddenly fall backward, or more commonly, forwrurd on his face; in this position he appears to be listening intently to the voices of the
supernatural beings he seeks to contact. During this phase
he begins to "speak in tongues", a meaningless gibberish,
neither Portuguese nor any other recognizable language;
from the intonation of this jargon it is apparent that the
pajé is asking questions of the "encantados", and presumably
be receives answers. At this time one may plunge ·a pin
or any sharp object into his flesh, or touch bis bared bcdy
with a glow1ng firebrand, but he will show .n o sign of pain
or discomfort. The pulse is very rapid and irregular and
perspiration beads his face and body. While the pajé is
in this state his · fellows~ shake their rattles
in monotonous
,
rhytbm and sway their torsos from side to side from their
~eateâ cross-Iegged pos~tion, but :remain silent.
'
'
The pajé ·may .be in such a trance for as long as an hour
or more until he abrupt_ly returns to himse)f and is once
again alert to his surroundings; he then informs his fellows
in a quiet voice, and with every appearance of mental and
physical exhaustion, what transpired while his soul was
wandering free of his body; what he has learned in bis
jorney to the supernatural world must be interpreted and
judged_.
Following his exposition, all arise and the p,ajé, accom. panied by one of his two assista:q.ts, goes· to each person in
turn and blows tobacco smoke over ' the individual's body,
from crown to heel, and both front and rear; at the same
time the rattle is shaken over the participant•s body. His
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assistant follows the pajé closely, repeating bis act of purification. After this is done the fire is covered with earth,
the participants again clothe themselves and return silently
to the aldeia. Occasionally\th-e pajé will be so exhausted as
a result of his soul's journey that his fellov.rs must await a
later time to Iearn of his experiences during the trance.
The jurema rite: present-day v.e rsion:

The basic form of the jurema rite described above,- in
so f ar as it can ·be reconstructed, has become greatly níodified because .of the integration of foreign elements.
So Iong as the aboriginal element predominated in~ the
ceremony, only the pajé fell into a narcotic-induced trance
and was the sole means of contact with the supernatural
world, - receiving messages from Beyond, conveying advice from· the spirits, and distributing news of deceased tribesmen. Nowadays, however, almost any participant can
claim incorporation in his own body by a supernatural being,
or that his soul can also free itself of the body and contact
the spirits.
Often as many as three or f our individuais are in a
trance at the sarne time, but it is quite likely that under
such circumstances of g·e neral hysteria there is a good deal
of simulation. Many of these persons whose bodies shudder,
whose eyes roll, and who "speak in tongues", are probably
faking. It is doubtful that all of these eager would-be
mediums actually undergo the experiences that they claim
to do. Also, nowadays it is not necessarily the pajé who
presides over a session; the presiding person might be any
"mestre" and is often a woman!
Characteristic of the modern version is the opening of
·the session by prayer and appeals to the Christian Triune
Godhead, the Mother of God, and a number of Catholic
saints; songs of religious import, some of them quite melodious and impressive, are also sung by all present. A few
such examples will suffice:

,

1

"Ai, Senhor Mestre
Que me dê licença
Para eu folgar
Com velha anjucá !"
"Nas horas de Deus, Amen
Padre, Filho. Espiritu Santo
Esta primeira ·c antiga
Que n'esta mesa eu canto
Ai, nahena, heia, hei, nahoa
Ai, nahena, heia, hei, nahoal"
,
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"Senhor Mestre eu quero
Senhor Mestre vá
Quero que me dê licença
Vamos trabalhar
Com o poder de Jesus Christo
Vamos trabalhar
Ai, heia. heia, ai, ina hoa
Ai, heia, heia, ai, ina hoa !"
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There are also songs directed personally to the "encantados", in order to induce them to manifest themselves by
incorporating th~ir ·e ntities in the bodies of the mediums.
When this is accomplished a trance results. These songs
are ref.erred to as "linhas". Sometimes when the presiding
"mestre" sings his invocative "linha", despite all his efforts
the "encantado" will refuse to manifest himself; it is then
necessary that the "mestr.e" call upon one or more of the
participants and demand that he. or they sing the required
verse (tirar uma linha). Sometimes all the people present
will sing together the magicai song; perhaps this joint
effort will have the. desired effect, perhaps not; even on
occasion a spirit which is entirely different from the one
summoned will make his presence known.
Because of the need for secrecy, present-day sessions
are often held inside a dwelling at night; the mesa may
consist of a small raised platform of tamped earth or clay,
reçtangular in shape. -Over the mesa, is spread a clean
white cloth; on this rest lighted candl,es, reflecting the
influence of Catholicisni. Other alien elements are small
w.ooden or metal whistles which are blown to summon the
"encantados", wooden figas or amulets of wood carved in
semblance of a human hand, and often a key. The key !s
twisted in midair by the presiding "mestre" in order- to
"open" the session. The · participants sit cross-1egged
around the low (five to six inches fiigh) earthen mesa.
Surrounding the clay bowl containing the narcotic jurema, which is sometimes referred to as the "princeza"
(princess), are the usual small heaps of rubbed, black tobacco and the pipes. The tobacco is mixed with powdered
leaves of certain aromatic plants such as benjoím or limoeiro do campo (Styrax ferrugineum) and alecrím (Rosmarinus officinalis) .

An element re~lecting Catholic influence is the fact that
when the presiding· "mestre" blows tobacco smoke over the
surface of the jurema decoctio:t;i, he designs a cross with
smoke on the surface of the liquid; this cross is characteirized by a dot in each of the four angles formed by _the
arms of the cross. The Fulniô, howerer, still retain the
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custom of covering the entire surface of the liquid witn
smoke and do not design a cross. ·
As to the taboo against imbibing alcoholic beverages ,
prior to participating in a jureina rite, not only has this. .
custam been abandoned by the Shucurú, .but tl1ey ac't ually
mix caxaça, a colorless cane rum, with the jurema itself.
This practice is sneered art as being "Negro style" by Indian
descend~nts of most of the other groups surveyed. Presentday practice among the Shucurú involves the dipping of a
small gourd <cuia) or a common cup into the jurema and
passing it around in succession to each of the persons
present. The presiding "mestre" drinks first, making a
sign of the cross with his gourd rattle over the cup before
he does so; both men and women drink rapidly and often;
the cup or gou:rd passes from hand to hand with almost
mechanical assiduity; there are no abstemious "mestres".
:At such times a song is sung:
"Corre, corre, cuia da mesinha
Corre, corre, cuia da mesinha
Ai, cuia. cuia da mesinha
Ai, cuia. cuia da mesinha
Ena, ena, ena boa
Ena, ena, ena boa
Ai, ena hoa."

When a "mestre" goes into a trance his neighbors rub
his forehead and arms with crushed segments of garlic, and
also caxaça mixed •with powdered alecrim leaves; this is
supposed to protect the individual agains~ evil influences
which are at large during such occasions.
The work of the "mestres" is called "fumaça" (smoke);
to work for Goqd, for example, medical ad:vice and remedies,
counsel of various import, lucky charms and so forth, is
called "fumaça ás direita". The best days for such
activities are Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays. Unlike
the aboriginal rite, the present form emph~sizes curing, and
in fact, its resemblance to the ancient ceremony is superficial.
To work for Evil, for example, the f ashioning of contrary
charros ór talismans, spells to make one ill, to ruin a
business, or to prevent a marriage, is spoken of as "fumaça
ás esquerda". The proper days for such black magic are_
TUesdays, Thursdays, and Saturdays. Sunday is not a good
day for "fumaça" and serves only for consultations CJf
- mincr order and small importance.
To awaken a person in a tra~ce and who is unable to
come out of it, the presiding "me-s tre" lays his hands on the
person's forehead and utters incantations, exhorting the _
victim in the name of the Holy Trinity to come back to thi.s
/
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world. At the sarne tirne the other perscns present join
in and, sing in unison the sarne song tha t the one in a trance
is ~onoto.nously chanting in between spells of rnuttering
gibberish, or "speaking in tongues". Such pai:ticipation by
others is thought in some rnanner to "draw off the power",
distributing it amcng the others present, and so weakening
its strength in th€ body of the person possessed .so that
he can return to bis senses.
·
Ceremonies:

1

....

/

I

The rnatríz or church at Cimbres was established b·y
the Padres da Congregação do Oratorio do Recüe in the
eighteenth century, and dedicated to Nossa Senhora da
Montanha. The Cimbres Shucurú have made Our Lady an
object cf ,special ven~ration and have for many years celebrated a traditional ceremony in her honor. Shucurú
inforrnants complained that in the recent past their celebrations have been forbidden by the local police, but so far
as could be determined there has been no official
objection of late.
North cf the serra called Tiagó is a place knqwn to the
Shucurú as Adéava, where in former times they were
· accustorned to hold their sacred ceremonies or "ouricurí".
This locality is no longer used for . such purposes. No~adays
before going into Cimbres to hold their annual public toré
in honor of N. S. da Montanha, the Indians gather at an
extrusivé granitic shield (lag:e) called Lage do Tajeu or
Lage do Conselho; it lies about a half-kilometer east of
Cimbres on the trail from Brejinhc-das-Horas to Cimbres.
Here is where the Shucurú make thei'r dance costumes on
the evening of June '23, preceding the Dia de São João
Baptista on the following day. There are bedrock querns
and mortars nearby.
On the following day (June 24) the Indians customarily
proceed to the church in Cimbres; in the public square or
praça befcre the church, male and female, young and old,
f orm a line and begin to dance t~eir monotonus marching
toré step around the· inner perim.e ter of the public square
and then around the church; this is done three íimes. At
the end of the third turn they then face the church entrance, standing before it on the patamar.
The IndiEtns theJ?. ·dance in a line, all f acing the church,
up toward the stairs, and then retreat, dancing backward;
this is repeated twice . . After this, male volunteers make
ready for the fire-walking exhibition. The fire has already
been kindled of hard wocds such as angico (Piptadenia sp.),

'
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barauna (M.eJ,anoxylart brauna Schot.), aroeira (Schinus
therebentifolius Rad.), jurema (Acacia jurema M. or Mimosa nigra Hub.), jucá or pau ferro (Caesalpina ferrea M.),
catingueira (Caesalpina pyramidalis Tul.), and imburana
(Bursera leptophlreus Mart.).
When the wood has burned down sufficiently to result
in a b~d of redhot, glowing coals, two lines of Shucurú men,
each armed with a bow and arrows, fac,e each other across
the intervening bed of coals. They sing songs of a religious,
nature in Portuguese and slowly walk across the blazing
coals in their naked feet; nothing is put on the soles of
the feet to protect them. This is the so-called "Dansa do ..
Seti" (s.ee page 134). In some parts of the northeast sertão Neo-Brazílians also engage in fire-walking on Dia de São .
João; this custam is known as "fé de S. João" and is not an
Indian custam. A similar ritual is often performed on
another holy day, Dia de Santa Ana (July 26) and is called
"fé de Sta. Ana".
While the Shucurú descendents celebrate annuallywhat they think to be the day of the patron saint of'
Cimbres, N. S. da Montanha, they evidently confuse the
Virgin's day of celebration with that of Santa Ana. The
Shucurú claim Maria da Montanha as their very own and
even assert that she is an Indian; they have a tradition about
her miraculous appearance (see page 110). By description
(it was not actually seen) the image of the Virgin is of
painted wood, about two feet in height. It is kept in a .
niche above the altar in the Cimbres church, and evidently
has been there for many years. On the day of celebration,
the Shucurú gather again as they did for Dia de São João,
and f our male Indians set the image on a small wooden
platform provided with two long poles affixed to either side
and raise this to their shoulders.
With the other Shucurú following in an unorganized
sort of procession they march around the public square and
then around the church to the sound of flutes and the .
beating of drums. One turn is made. Before re-entering
the church to replace the image of the Virgin, individuals
who so desire measure with cords the length of the image
from the feet to the golden- crown; these exact lengths of
cord are later used to string beads contrived of certain hard
seeds and also glass beads, generally blue in colar; they are
used in the f ashion of amulets. If a perso.n possesses holy
medals the&"e are attached to such a necklace.
A few years ago a young girl of the locality. claimed tà
have seen a miraculous vision of N. S. da Montanha in the
mountains near Cimbres~ As a result, it is said, numerous
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pilgrimages were made to that place, but church officials
in Recife found no evidence to authenticate the claimed
appearance of the Virgin.

~

Umbú Cerem.ony:
ln former times the Shucurú held a ceremony cele-

brating the first appearance of a wild fruit called imbú or
umbú ( Spondias tuberosa). Very few details were recalled
by informants, but the name of the ceremony was remembered as being aselyá. . When the first umbú fruit ripened,
ge:Qerally following the summer thunder showers, it was
carefully brought back to the aldeia by the proud finder,
who was supposed to enjoy good fortune as a result during
the year to come. ·
·
Men, women, and children went into the sertão armed
with netted carrying bags and baskets to gather as much
of this prízed fruit as could be found. The season is short,
lasting only a. few weeks to any one area, although the time
of fruits ripening and falling to the ground va,ries from
locality to locality.
Back at the aldeia a solemn dance was performed by
men and boys in dance regalia, after which two to three
umbú fruits were wrapped in mamão leaves (Carica papaya),
tied to a wand supported as a cross-piece by two other wands
stuck vertically into the ground, and the men vied with
each other in shooting at this target with bows ·and arrows,
the later . . having forked points of a hard wood. The victor
was pr·esented with gifts of food, including preá (Cavia aperea), mocó (Kerodon rupestris), and other small animals.
At Brejo-dos-Padres, in the sa:me state, the Pancararú
Indians still celebrate this ceremony, which was witnessed
i~ .March, 1952. Shucurú informants knew nothing, or
.remembered nothing, of the flagellation with giant stinging
netttes (Urera baccifera . Gaud.) and the st1bsequent tug-owar witl1 a long liana which are the high points of the Pancararú version. Nevertheless, the two ceremonies seem
'
basically the sarne.
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Divining:

....

Formerly there was a method of looking into the future
which was utilized by young girls. Three maidens would
lie down together undér an umbuzeiro. They lay flat on
their backs with their .a rms outstretched, .each girl clasping
the hands of her companions; the girls stayed in that position "for hours". W~en they arose to go they had already
received supernatural information and would return to tbe
people saying, "Someone is coming to visit us. Prepare for
his arrival!" This custom is no Ionger practiced.
•

•
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MYTHOLOOY

-

,

Unfortunately, the Shucurú no longer remember myths
or tales, so that only one incomplete myth was recorded.
From the remnants of what was apparently an ·aboriginal
moiety organization one would expect the concept of dualism
in tal·es, myths dealing with two brothers, the Sun and Moon,
and so f orth. The Fulniô and Pancararú do possess such
.m yths, but then they alto retain much more of their aboriginal traditions than_do the Shucurú descendants, whose
native culture .can l;>e described as almost non-existent.
,

J

"Liberation of the Sun"

'

"Once there was no sun. Seriema (Cariama cristata)
owned Sun but kept it guarded in ~its beak, using the light
only for seeking its ówn food, and would not · share Sun
with anyone else. A great man decided to lib~rate Sun, ·and
together with some of his companions followed the light of
Sun until it disappeared; seriema had shut her beak on Su.n ,
thus concealing it. The men set snares for seriema and began
to raise a racket. Seriema awakened in a fright and ran
first to the north, but encountered a snare; she ra·n south
and there was another snare; she ran east and then west,
but there were also snares. The hunters closed in on her
and pried open her beak, liberating Sun. Since then one
can hear seriema singing when it rains; she wants the Sun
to return."
This tale seems to be i.ncomplete; the great man may
have been a culture· hero. The Fulniô have essentially an
identical myth but with more details. Though not certain,
of course, it is conceivable that· the Shucurú heard this myth
from the Fulniô since there is contact between the two
peoples, and some Shucurú are married to Fulniô women,
living at the latter's ·aldeia in Aguas Belas, Pernambuco_

•

CONCLUSIONS
•

•

The cultural position of th·e Shucu:r ú in aboriginal ti.:
mes seems to have been more witp. the historie "Tapuya"
tàbes of northeast Brazil than with the local Tupí-speaking
tribes, as represented by the Tupinambá, for instance.
, The Shucurú language, from the comparative · evide~ce
a-failable, was apparently isolated; this is la;-gely true also
of the other surviving Indian groups in the area surveyed,
indicating that perhaps northeast Brazil was a region ~óf.
co:ijsiderable linguistic diversity at the time of the Discorery
(1500 A. D.).
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The important diagnostic traits for the Tupinambá are
lacking among the Shucurú, even though this ' statement
is colored by the fact that our ethnographic data are scanty
and incomplete. Nevertheless, it seems that such traits as
gustatory cannibalism, ceremonial killing of war prisoners,
slaves, drinki~g bouts, sacred effigies, palisaded villag~s,
communal long-houses set around a central plaza, tapirage,
feather cloaks, and primary urn burial were not present
among the Shucurú.
It should be remembered that the historie "Tapuya"
were not uniform in regard to their culture content, social
organization, or Ianguage; neither were the coastal Tupians,
for that matter. ln Pernambuco there were Tupí-speaking
tribes who dwelt in the interior sertão, for example, the
Tobajara, the Tupina, and the Amoipira.
Some of the historical "Tapuya" of northeast Brazil
were fairly stable folk; they were definitely not simple ·foodgathering nomads, no more than are the Gê-speaking Indians to the notth and west, as the late Nimuendajú's valuable research·es have so clearly estàblished. A few "Tapuya" tribes, such as the Napará, Maracá, and Carirí, lived
in stockaded villages, slept in hammocks, m.ade pottery,
engaged in drinking sprees, and cultivatéd a crop assemblage not differing basically from that of the Tupians, who
of course may have influenced them culturally.
In the sarne region other historical "Tapuya" groups
did not have palisaded villages, slept on platform-beds
instead of using hammocks, , qid not always make pottery,
used the earth-oven, either did not emphasize crop cúltivation <;>r emphasized different crops from those of the Tupians, engaged in sportive log-carrying, "crown-cut" their
hair in the fashion seen in seventeenth century Dutch
illustrations of "Tapuya" Indians, and organiood their society in moieties and clans, thus resembling more the Gêspeaking Indians of Maranhão and elsewhere. It is with
this group of historie "Tapuya" tribes that the Shucurú
should be classed.
APPENDIX 1.
'CARTA PATENTE, Dom Pedro _por Graça de Deus, Unanime
acclamação dos povos Imperador .Constitucional e defençor per·
petuo do Brasil, etc., etc. Usando das attrihuições que me confere
o Art. 2 da Co~stituição publica do Imperio ei por bem nomear o
indigena Alberto de Brito Cavalcante Arcoverde Comandante Geral
das Aldeias do lmperio, devendo o , nomeado prestar juramento nas
mãos do director Gerál dos lndios da Provincia de Pernambuco,
passando o mesmo Comandante as revistas nas aldeias que julgar
necessarias. solicitando dos Presidentes nas Províncias e do minis·
•
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\
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tro do Imperio na corte o que julgar necessario, para o bom desempenho dàs mesmas aldeias. Dada passada n'esta muito heroica leal
cidade de São Sebastião do rio de Janeiro aos 25 d' Abril de 1878.
57,0 da Independencia e do Imperio. O Visconde de Tirelolé do
meu concelho, ministro e Secretario dos negocios do Imperio assim
o tenha onten1 agido e passa executar.
(as.) V. de Tirilolé.
(as.) P. 2. Imperador.
f>

(Emblema do Irnperio)
RESUMO

•

No interior de Pernambuco e estados vizinhos há, entre a povoação cabocla, uns grupos que ainda consideram-se entidades étnicas
e cu1turais muito distintas e que guardam nomes tradicionais de
antigas tribos da região. Uns até gozam de reconhecimento oficial
como índios, sendo controlados pelo Serviço de Proteção aos índios.
O autor visitou algun~ dêstes grupos isolados em 1951-1952,
durante um levantamento etnográfico do Baixo Rio São f'rancisco.
Estas curtas notas tratam de um dêles, os des~endentes dos índios
Xukuru da Serra de Ararobá e1n Pernambuco. Apesar dos Xukuru
não falarem mais a própria língua, ainda conservam muitos vocábulos pelos quais pode-se concluir que a língua xukuru é independente ou representa uma família isolada .
O nome xukuru, ou
variedades dêste, aparecem mencionados desde o século XVI, mas
a primeira localização definida de que ha n1enção é a Aldeia de
Ararobá en1 1749, local onde permanecem até 11oje, com excepção
de uni bando da tribo que emigrou para Palmeira dos índios em
Alagôas.
Antigamente os Xukuru praticavam uma economia mixta, caçando, pescando e utilizando produtos vegetais do mato.
Caçar
foi ocupação importante até a década de 1870, depois da qual parece que os animais silvestres se tornaram escassos, mas a utilização dos produtos da flora ainda continua a ser importante em seu
regime. Não se sabe ao certo se os antigos Kukuru possuíram o
cachorro, ou se cuidavam do cultivo de plantas.
Não obstante os efeitos de aculturação e os casamentos com
seus vizinhos neo-brasileiros, ainda existem tradições antigas em
grau surpreendente. Mãos de pilão e morteiros portáteis de pedra,
retirados de locais arqueológicos. são usados por alguns indivíduos
da tribo.
A técnica oleira e a de fabricar balaios e embornais de corda,
ainda se empregam. Ainda confeecionam da paJmeira catoié a
indumentária de baile. Fazem também arcos e flechas, us~dos unicamente nas cerimônias xukuru, que incluem a da jurema, em que
utilizam um narcótico vegetal para produzir o transe.
Vestígios de uma organização dual de metades, parecem existir
entre os modernos Xukuru, assim como um sistema de clans patrilineais. Estas metades são orientadas ao Poente e ao Leste, coo-tendo cada uma dois clans supostos. A religião dêstes índios reflete
um sincretismo de cultos afro-brasileiros, catolicismo e crenças indigenas.. Curiosa é a tendência que existe de colocar vários "encantados", sêres supernaturais do seu culto, em clans e1pecificos
e em uma ou outra metade.
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Culturalmente, em tempos aborígenes, os Xukuru parecem ter
sido ligados a certos grupos indígenas denominados "Tapuya", que
em tempos históricos habitavam o nordeste brasileiro. :estes "Ta·
puya", por não possuírem cultura e organização social uniformes.
e nem uma língua comum, diferenciavam-se b astante r:~ tre si.
Quanto aos Xukuru, assemelhan1-se mais àqueles "Tapuya" que não.
moravam em aldeias fortificadas; que dormiam sôbre esteiras ou
jiraus, ao invés de rêdes; que usavf'l m o f ôrno subterrâneo; que.
não deram importâ ncia ao cultivo cte pla ntas, ou que cultivavam
gêneros diferentes dos encontrados nas lavourns dos seus vizi nhos;
qn e cortava n1 o cabelo "em corôa"; e q ue, fin almen te, ornizavam ·a
sua sociedade em inetades e clans, asse1n elhando-se, assi!n, rna is ao&
indi~s Gê do ~1aranhão e vizinhanças que aos Tupi, representados.
na r egião nordestina pelos Tupinambá.
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